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Preface
Newspaper houses are turning into complex media operations. Setting out from the newspaper core product, they
are expanding their portfolio with additional products and
distributing their contents and services on a wide range of
platforms and channels.
IFRA has accompanied and advised its members for many
years on the development and performance of their activities,
especially in the cross-media and multimedia environment.
IFRA Newsplex, as the future-oriented organisation for the
newsroom, is an outstanding example in this connection.
In our analyses and observations, we see that the advertising business for newspaper houses in the future is destined
to play an even more important role than it does already
today. The “everything for free culture” for contents in the
Internet and the growth of free newspapers in large parts of
the world are indicators and clear pointers that the refinancing of contents and media activities through advertising is
growing in significance .
Ad selling and marketing are undergoing major changes.
The demands of the advertising customers are leading to
a greater segmentation and better measurability of effectiveness. At the same time, the growing number of media
is making it more difficult to maintain a clear overview of
the situation.
News publishing companies must adapt to the changing
demands. This concerns the organisation, the competencies
within the organisation as well as the portfolio of media to
marketed.
For this reason, IFRA has commissioned the development
of a concept that takes into account the changed needs of
both the advertising customers and of the markets.
The CCC concept (Customer Centric Communication) goes
far beyond selling advertising space and offer especially news
publishing companies active in regional and local markets
the possibility to secure and extend their central role as the
leading contact partners for advertisers.

Positioning as the regional and local media agency is one
aspect that should be named in this connection.
With this report, you obtain an analysis of future developments that we have compiled, i.a. in the “Where NEWS?”
reports, and the concept built upon that foundation.
In a second report we will consider the technical implementation of the CCC concept, with special focus on the
system preconditions.
The study was produced by MW Verlag. Authors are Dr.
Frank Meik and Katja Riefler.
Dr. Frank Meik is an IFRA Senator and Managing Partner
of MW Verlag München Berlin. A doctor of law, he has held
executive positions in the publishing business for nearly 20
years. He initially joined the Süddeutscher Verlag GmbH in
Munich, then worked as Publishing Director at the Münchner Zeitungsverlag, later as Chairman of the Board of the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung publishing group. Since 1999
he has been actively involved in digital media, including as
Chairman of the Board of a company for “Special Search”. Dr.
Meik advises news publishing companies in the area of business development, new concepts and new technologies.
Katja Riefler has worked since 1998 as a “trend scout”
and independent consultant for news publishing companies
in the areas of Internet, mobile and cross-media. Among
other things, she specialises in classified advertising markets.
Before this, Ms Riefler was one of those responsible for “mbt
online”, the first joint online service of the publishing houses
in 1996.
I wish you inspired reading.
Reiner Mittelbach
Chief Executive Officer, IFRA
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Preliminary notes
The Customer Centric Communication
(CCC) concept is a new marketing concept for newspaper media. It covers a
very important aspect of the future for
newspaper publishing houses: the future-oriented marketing of newspaper
media products.
IFRA has dealt with the individual
aspects of this subject for many years.
At various opportunities the changes
in the advertising business and the resulting new demands facing the media
have been discussed in order to sensitise the publishing houses for this central theme.
Accordingly, a series of workshops
and seminars have been organised in
the U.S.A., Asia, and Europe that focused intensively on customer orientation and cross- and multimedia advertisement sales.
The CCC concept builds on these
experiences.
CCC concerns the core business of
regional newspapers on the market,
e.g. the newspaper media and their
regional marketability.
The special situation for each country, its economic development, as well
as its cultural and medial features
make it compelling for businesses to
consider various aspects in each country. The fundamental thoughts can be
applied to various countries. However,
the fine-tuning of the concept should
be market-specific. One important
aspect for the implementation is the
market power and penetration that
the publishing house has.

6

The CCC concept is a response to the
conditions of a dynamically changing
media world and the likewise changed/
altered media usage by readers, listeners, viewers, and users who, besides
their roles as recipients, have long become participants and customers.
The concept builds on the development of society, customers, and media. The first two sections of this document will present the basic situation of
newspaper media and the advertising
in these media from today‘s point of
view as well as the business models in
the media and advertising market with
outlooks, hypotheses, perspectives and
forecasts up to the year 2020.
The core of the CCC concept is strict
customer orientation. Regional newspaper publishing houses must adapt
to having a market partnership with
their customers. Customer success is
the focal point – independent of the
media that ultimately contribute to
this success. Newspaper media will
only achieve the optimal marketing
of advertising space if they develop a
new understanding of customers. This
means taking the viewpoint of the
customer, putting themselves in the
customers‘ shoes, and understanding
their expectations. Based on the outcome, there must then be an evaluation of which promotional strategy the
customer should pursue on the market
in order to be successful.

There are many reasons for this: more
and more media are being used sporadically by users, but also in very specific ways. The result is the emergence
of a multitude of publications, and
user-oriented, user-generated offers
are appearing in the mass media. The
online offers with corresponding search
possibilities and interactive design are
becoming increasingly important in
the areas of information search and
user orientation. Communities have
long since formed in the various areas,
and these also influence product selection and purchasing decisions. At the
same time, the response to advertising
tactics has become more easily measureable. In a parallel development,
customers are increasingly demanding
measurable success.
In this new media world, customers
of newspaper media need cooperative
support based on partnerships. Advertising only works for a particular market when it is matched to the interests
of the market participants. The new
ways of using media should be considered when planning advertising and its
placement.
Some of the customers obtain this information from advertising and media
agencies – up to now newspaper media
had only to secure the optimal flow of
information and data. However, many
potential advertising customers do not
work with agencies at regional level.
These are there for the newspaper
media to attract. This is where newspaper media have a key position – the
publishing house becomes an agency.
Theoretically, publishing houses are
able to provide agency services for
customers of all sizes that they work
with directly.
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In order to become the accepted and
possibly even exclusive contact for the
customer, newspaper media need detailed knowledge of the market and
the customer’s position in the market as well as of all the media in their
own area of distribution. They must
be knowledgeable of the possible and
existing digital offers and their medial
effect. Only with this knowledge will
they be able to develop a total advertising concept for the customer.
Those selling newspaper media must
be able to advise the customer on the
planning and positioning of advertising in all types of media in a competent and objective way – in addition to
having an understanding of advertising
carriers that do not belong to the publishing house. The customer must be
offered all possible configurations of
media that could promote the customer‘s business: the printed newspaper
as well as all other possible print products, Internet with all its possibilities,
mobile media, local television, Web-TV
or IP-TV, billboards, cinema advertising, or other new forms of marketing.
The sales specialists will even recommend and facilitate the use of foreign
media to the customer if this ensures
that important target groups will be
more easily reached or if it is conducive to guaranteeing the total success
of the advertising campaign. Which
media placements and mix turns out to
be right depends heavily on the market position of the regional newspaper
publishing house and, naturally, on the
customer.

This new understanding of Customer
Centric Communication, of communication services adapted to suit the customer, calls for systematic new ways of
thinking, organisational restructuring,
a new and modern understanding of
selling media services, the values of
the corresponding media service and
local/regional reach.
Regional reach is reflected not only
in the general distribution numbers,
as they appear in the country-specific
Audit Bureaus of Circulation. Regional
or local reach also makes clear distinctions between different target groups
as well as customer contact qualities.
These are the criteria that are of vital
importance to customers.
A regional newspaper publishing
house facing this major challenge must
therefore have a completely new understanding of selling. As an agency,
it must serve customers in a tailored
and optimised fashion, and it must be
able to fulfil the various needs of large
numbers of diverse customers. Practical tools are a necessity; i.e. a strategic approach and digital tools that
support the salesperson or sales team
concerned.

The third section discusses the concept
and the tools, particularly the electronic tools, which the publishing house
needs for Customer Centric Communication. This section also covers implementation at the publishing house. The
sale must be newly defined and newly
oriented. The CCC concept requires
customer relations management and
a restructuring of the sales organisation. Therefore it also concerns change
management. There must be internal
competence for all media. The sales
organisation must be heavily oriented
towards the customer. Selecting the
optimal organisational structure will
depend on the conditions in each individual publishing house.
The concept cannot replace the work
of generic marketing, let alone deal
exhaustively with the relationship with
the communication agencies. However,
where necessary, it does express views
on questions that arise in this context.
The future task for the regional/local
publisher of providing support as an
“on-site agency” and partner to the
customer is discussed at various points
in the CCC concept.
The new understanding of Customer
Centric Communication makes it possible for regional newspaper media
to benefit from the increasingly networked digital world. The localisation
and personalisation of information and
the respective addressing of the customer are a central point.

7
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Starting position

1

1.1
Media markets
There is no “zero hour” in which the
current media start from the beginning
and a new business model is discovered. The economy always performs
under concrete conditions. In recent
years, the traditional media have not
only predominantly maintained their
positions, but also expanded them in a
very timely fashion despite difficult advertising conditions. The proportion of
printed media has somewhat declined
over the years. Mass communication

will remain an integral component of
corporate advertising in the future.
Nevertheless, there are looming
changes. The number of available media is steadily increasing. The development of the average media usage of
daily media has almost doubled in the
last sixteen years.
Television has the greatest length of
use in most countries, followed by radio. The Internet is in third place but
with a no longer significant difference
between it and second position. Although the average time spent reading
daily newspapers has remained relatively constant in recent years, at 10%
it is significantly further behind the
Internet in terms of media exposure.
In the meantime, this has achieved a
prominent position in media exposure.
With regard to the reach of paid
daily newspapers, there is a significant gap between north and south in
Europe. Whereas the daily newspaper
is traditionally an indispensible component of the media portfolio, it has
significantly lower value in central and
southern European countries like Italy,
France, Spain, as well as the U.K. Reach

















Figure 1: Source: EIAA Europe Online 2006 Study &
Synovate AsiaBUS

































Figure 2: Source: EIAA Europe Online 2006 Study & Synovate AsiaBUS
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gains were initially recorded in Eastern
Europe in Poland and in Russia. These
gains have also declined in these areas
somewhat, but they are still above values recorded in 2003. In most European countries, free newspapers have
also been established. This is also the
case for many non-European countries.
Free daily newspapers intensify the
level of reach already changed by electronics. Overall, the paid-for models
are coming under pressure again. Loss
of reach in Australia and the U.S.A. has
been quite significant. In the last four
years, the reach in Australia went from
above 70% to just above 50%, a drop
of almost 20% points.
Reach classification in specific percentage groups clearly shows that
only a few countries have a reach of
80-90% (5 countries), and developments are very strong in reach groups
of 50-40%. Also, it should be borne in
mind that India has a reach of just over
20% today, but is showing significantly upward tendencies and is reporting
growth of 8% each year. In contrast,
reach in the U.K. is below 40%. This
value has been reported consistently in
the U.K. in the past few years.
According to reader opinion, one of
the most important functions of a daily
newspaper is comprehensive information on current events. However, this
need for information is decreasing in
the younger generations. Two important questions arise here: is it possible for this to increase again as these
younger generations enter later phases
of life? In the event this interest does
increase, will this generation use the
daily newspaper or other media to get
comprehensive information on current
events?
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The graph emphasises how rapidly the
Internet has spread and continues to
do so. Studies in Germany (ARD/ZDF
Online Study 2008) have shown that
there is a higher daily reach for daily
newspapers and television among
people who are not online compared
to those who are online. In almost
all large European countries, users
spend more time surfing the Internet
than they do reading newspapers and
consumer magazines. Here the digital
rift between the generations is huge.
While 15-24 year olds spend around
7-8 hours per week on the Internet,
they spend only 1 to 1 ½ hours per
week reading printed information.
Another important trend is the
huge rate of growth among Internet
users using social networks in 2007
and 2008.
For regional daily newspapers, status
in the reader and advertising markets
is founded on three columns: qualified
journalism, local presences, and existing printed products on the market.
By having a firm foothold in the
market at local level, publishers are
especially competent at developing
new media products and using their
own competence as a competitive
advantage.
In a first step, publishers are beginning to introduce new technology.
Larger publishing houses have also
started to buy smaller Internet businesses on a wide scale, or at least to
acquire holdings.

Figure 3: Source: EIAA Europe Online 2006 Study & Synovate AsiaBUS

1.2
Advertising market
Worldwide data from the advertising
market are difficult to compare, as there
are different views as to what is understood under the term “advertising”. A
few years ago, the World Advertising
Research Center Ltd. (www.warc.com)

published abstracts on the advertising
business of media, which have shown
a high degree of plausibility.




















































Figure 4: Source: World Press Trends 2004 - 2008
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The results were:
■ Sales of advertising in electronic
media increased. Ten years ago they
were at 42 percent; today they have
reached 47 percent.
■ Advertising sales in printed media
are falling. Ten years ago their share
of the market was at 55 percent.
Today it is just 49 percent.
■ The Internet is a growth market.

Figure 5: Source: World Press Trends 2008

















































































Figure 6: Source: EIAA Mediascope Europe

I want always to be well informed about
current events, to be kept up to date.

20-24 year-olds

16-19 year-olds

Figure 7: Source: Allensbach Zeitgeschehen
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When interpreting worldwide trends in
data, it is important to keep in mind
that print is expanding on the Asian
markets. The negative trend for print
products is therefore much more drastic in Europe and the U.S.A. The printed
media are at a strategic turning point.
According to previous findings, two
possible developments are emerging.
If the advertising market in Germany
does not develop in a sideways direction, as it has done in the past years,
but if it develops very dynamically as,
for example, in the U.K., this will lead
to considerable growth also for the
mass media. This is especially true for
the Internet.
However, if the advertising market
develops sideways with stagnation or
even slight losses, the battles for the
existing advertising budgets will be
fought even harder. According to predictions, the more significant change
will lead to a reallocation of budgets.
In both cases and scenarios, there is a
pressing need for the daily newspapers
to have the greatest dedication possible and an increased willingness to
invest.
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1.2.1.1 Planning systems
The number of software systems media
agents use today when planning campaigns for clients is huge. As a general
rule, all relevant media and market
studies whose data are available in digital form are taken into account when
planning campaigns. These data are
supplemented with their own surveys.
Advertisers pushing into
traditional local markets
Newspapers are feeling the competition from old and especially new media in their traditional local markets.
The focus here is first and foremost on
the Internet. It is not only that the corresponding areas of growth predicted
for here. Competition also intensifies
here as the division between the various media genres is lifted. The Internet
offering of a Yellow Pages provider differs only partially from that of a city















































































































1.2.1 Advertising placement
The media and creative agencies play
an important role as intermediary
between the customer and medium.
They are just as affected by changes
in the market as the newspapers and
struggle with similar problems to
the newspapers, which concerns the
changed expectations of advertisers.
Media agencies are concerned with
optimal allocation of the budget for
various media channels so that the
desired target groups are reached and
campaign success is achieved. They
also book/reserve advertising materials
for customers and negotiate conditions. Creative agencies design advertising material according to the wishes
and specifications of the customer and
invest their creative services so that the
advertising message is not lost in the
flood of information.

Figure 8: Source: Internet World Stats

Regional newspaper media

1.3

Journalism

Local
presence

Potential
print

Figure 9: Regional newspaper media. Source: Michael Silver‘s „Imagine the Future of Newspaper, S. 52 ff., NAA 2008
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Figure 10: Source: World Press Trends 2007


























Figure 11: Source: World Press Trends 2007
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guide that is available only online, of a
local search engine, or of a newspaper.
All of these providers define their core
business as “local” with convincing
arguments.
At the same time, the definition of
“local” becomes more complicated.
Does this mean only the area in the
immediate proximity of the places of
work and residence of an individual
as it has up to now? Or the circles in
which a person currently moves? Or
the surroundings of any geographic
location where someone would like to
be?
As a rule, the latter definition is used
by online users. In relation to advertising, this goes beyond the conventional
notion of “area of circulation”. Advertised products and services should
be shown to anyone interested in a
particular area regardless of where he
is located at that particular moment.
Such offers can no longer be realised
by conventional means — partnerships
and the exchange of information have
become a necessity. Even cooperation
between competitors („coopetition“)
is seen much more frequently.
A second trend that has been observed concerns niche offers that are
not confined to a geographic area. The
needs of ever more specific groups can
be addressed depending on the tendencies of the global, or at least national, audiences that can be reached
via the Internet. With the help of the
Internet, offers for antique model sailboat enthusiasts come up as well as
for fans of cigars from the Dominican
Republic. As a rule, these offers can
expect to receive lively interest and active participation from their audience.
A community evolves that is often also
of interest to advertising customers.
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1.3.1 Search engines and portals
First among the new competitors that
are now also pushing into the local
markets of many countries in Europe
are the international search engines.
Search term advertisements offer advertising customers keywords selected
by the customers themselves or combinations of words that are important to
their business. If a user then searches
with the corresponding keyword or
visits a site sponsored by Google, the
content with corresponding context is
provided and the advertisements are
inserted. The positioning here also depends on the offered price as well as
the behaviour of the user. Advertisements that are clicked on more often
will be rated as more relevant and
will be moved towards the top of the
page.
The service offer is constantly being
expanded for local business customers.
For example, advertisements can be
placed regionally on Google Maps. This

Advertising volume worldwide in %
30
29

28,8

Newspapers

Internet

27,8
26,1
25

25,4

20

%

If the addressable clientele of such
an offer is large enough, then these
offers can also develop in local areas.
Horizontal and vertical target groups
are combined in this way. Example – a
mother with small children: they have
specific interests with regard to information that can be well satisfied by
the vertical Internet portals. They also
have an interest in networking themselves locally, though. If a resourceful
Internet offer recognises this, then a
new local Internet offer is created that
competes with the original media on
the market.
The following sections provide a
glance at the strategies the various
competitors of the newspaper media use to expand in their traditional
markets.

15
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Figure 12: Source: ZenithOptimedia, December 2007

Selected advertising carriers in Germany
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Figure 13: Source: ZAW 2007
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Selected advertising carriers in Germany

In Billions €

U.K.

France
Germany
Italy
Spain

Figure 14: Source: ZAW 2007

can also be done for customers that do
not have their own Internet presence.
Google supplies mini-homepages for
them. The functions that are available
in Google Maps offers will also be constantly improved.
1.3.2 Classified directories
(“Yellow Pages”)
The advertising business of classified
directories with printed classifieds is
sharply declining in the U.S.A. The situation is especially drastic with travel
agencies that are maintaining fewer
local branch offices.
Expanding the printing business to
the Internet is just as important to providers of classified advertisements as it
is for newspaper publishing houses. A
study by the Kelsey Group in the U.S.A.
showed that the sales generated by
printed classified ads has drastically
14

declined in recent years – much more
so than the number of local business
customers, which also decreases as
ever more small businesses are being
taken over by chain stores.
The teams of providers for classified
advertisements are also very successful when selling local advertisements
according to the Kelsey Group. They
have a business relationship with 89
percent of all local advertising customers. Search engines only have relationships with 3 percent of customers.
Will free newspapers assimilate as
well?!?
1.3.3 Television and broadcasting
TV and broadcasting providers have
the same problems as the publishers of
printed products. For them, expanding
into the Internet is also a necessity in

order to ensure reach and use. Up to
now, the diversification strategies of established providers in Germany primarily included the investment in Web-TV,
video, and communities. In the U.S.A.
and the United Kingdom, there are already broad co-operation and partnership agreements in the area of directory assistance, local searches, event
platforms and classified columns.
Web-TV developed into a success
story in many countries. In Scandinavia, the user numbers for Internet
television have increased more sharply
than those for terrestrial television. In
part, more users are reached by WebTV than via local television.
Digitisation makes it possible to expand an offer at manageable costs for
both established and new providers.
For example, the number of digital radio and television channels is around
500 in Germany alone.
1.3.4 Outdoors, kiosk systems,
direct marketing
New models for advertising on posters, Citylight posters, large-format
screens, kiosk systems, or other screen
systems at the point of sale. Digitisation and networking make it possible
to dynamically manage the content of
these media and incorporate interactive elements.
Outdoor and point of sale screen
systems in combination with the user‘s
mobile phone make for an especially
powerful combination. Information
can be passed to those interested
via Bluetooth or text message. Touch
screen systems like those people frequently use to purchase travel tickets
and the like can also be implemented
to advertise local products. Coupons
for discounted products can be printed
directly on-site.
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1.3.5 More Internet businesses
Competitors recognise that the Internet classified markets for jobs, real
estate, cars, etc., as well as auction
platforms should be taken seriously,
and they are trying to counteract them
with their own offers. In addition, Internet businesses are constantly developing new services that have a basis
in local environments, though not in
the narrow sense that can characterise
classified markets. Buying and selling
in a local space is usually a component
of the offer.
General communities like Facebook
and MySpace have earned special attention. Although there is still some
ambiguity as to whether and to what
extent users are receptive to advertising on these platforms, they could be
of interest for local advertising for the
reason of their massive use alone.

Figure 15: There is a marked drop in the advertising business of the Yellow Pages publishing houses with printed
directories in the U.S.A. The situation is especially dramatic in the case of travel agencies that are radically reducing the
numbers of their branch offices. Source: Kelsey Group
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Looking into the crystal ball:
the year 2020

The year 2020 is not so far away anymore. From a personal point of view,
12 years can be a very short time, or
it can be half an eternity in the digital world. Twelve years before the year
2008 there was not an Internet company named Google, online advertising revenue was virtually non-existent,
and mobile telephones were the toys
of the privileged upper class.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to take a
look into the crystal ball in order to develop a feeling for what kind of world
the newspapers and their products will
have to contend with in 2020. The
following section concerns the demographic development, technology, and
work. It will also discuss implications
for communication, media usage, and
finally a forecast for the advertising
market and the economic situation of
publishing houses in the year 2020.
2.1
Demographics and society
Together with socioeconomic trends,
demographic development is important for the development of the media
landscape. It is an essential parameter
for forecasting the future of the advertising markets. There are comprehensive and comparative studies of the
trends in North America and Europe.
These developments are discussed extensively in the IFRA Where NEWS?
Report 4: Demographic and socioeconomic trends in North America and
Europe.
2.1.1 Population development
The population is currently declining
in Western Europe. At the same time,
people are flooding into this area from
other countries. Most notably there is
a migration of people from Eastern Europe to Western Europe.

report no.
  

Demographic and
Socio-Economic Trends
in Northern America
and Europe up to 2020
Stefanie Wahl, Adrian Ottnad, Martin Schulte

www.ifra.com/wherenews

Figure 16: IFRA Where NEWS? Report No. 4

Younger societies deal with this differently to older ones. They are dynamic and more prepared to change.
The peak age, or the point after which
50 percent of the population is older
than the given value, has shifted significantly on the continents. Today,

Population development in Germany
compared to other European countries
Older than 49
15 to 49 years

47% Italy

Europe ~ 30%
23% Germany

-3% U.K.
-6% France
-16% Germany

Figure 17: Population development in Germany and Europe 2005 / 2020.
Source: ZAW 2007
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the peak in Europe is 39 years and 36
years in America. By the year 2020,
it will be 43 years in Europe, though
only 38 years in the U.S.A. These two
“old” continents are in contrast to the
“young” Asian continent whose peak
age is almost 10 years below that of
Europe. It would be lower still if China
did not have a similar aging problem to
that in Germany for example.
The population will become more
heterogeneous. Even fewer people
than today will be assigned to clearly
or exclusively defined socioeconomic
statuses, ethnically cultural population
groups, or social milieus. Attributes
such as skin colour, household income,
education level, or employment status
will become even more varied. The
same is true for personal and cultural
values, religious views, political opinions, wishes, and life goals. Furthermore, these can change within life
cycles.
This will have drastic effects on real
estate prices, consumer behaviour, as
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well as on media usage. In addition,
people, especially those in metropolitan areas, will spend less and have a
lower budget for media due to a decline in disposable income. This could
be a trend that would contribute to
the increased importance of free daily
newspapers. Individualisation, especially in metropolitan areas, will lead
to the use of even more digital offers
and services. E-commerce sales will
continue to increase due to changes
in the ways businesses and services are
located.
There are nine tendencies under this
supposition that will shape and change
this view up to the year 2020.

Immigration and migration in Europe

People are getting older.
People in Europe and North America
are getting older and having fewer
children. The largest growth will in occur in the age group of over 80 years.
Only a few children are being born.
The birth rate is around 1.3 to 1.4 children per woman.
There are more and more immigrants.
More people will live in cities.
The trend toward urbanisation is unbroken. In Germany there are increasing numbers of people living in cities
and metropolitan areas. It is predicted
that this could exceed 70 percent by
the year 2020.

Eastern Europe
Western Europe
Northern Europe
Southern Europe

Figure 18: Flow of immigration and migration with arrows.
Source: ZAW 2007

People will become more mobile.
People will develop to be more mobile
although they are older. This is especially true in the case of searching for
a job.
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More incomes, but fewer families.
People will live alone or in families of
two much more so than previously.
Fewer and fewer children will grow up
in the classic father-mother-child family structure.

cut-throat competition between individual media will certainly be tougher.
The elderly will use the Internet significantly more than they currently do.
Newspapers could belong to the losers
of this development.

Stagnation or decline of disposable income.
Incomes will decline in most households. The difference between rich
and poor will widen at the expense of
the middle class. The proportion of the
population that lives on the poverty
line is expected to increase further.
This is especially true for older people.
Their consumer possibilities will become more limited.

2.1.2 Development of
technology and work
In addition to the sociodemographic
change, it is important to understand
how people will live, work, and communicate in the future. Futurologists
agree on a fundamental point: new
technologies will change the way we
interact with one another. Devices will
become more intelligent, and the technology needed to support information
and communication will be available in
more places.
The vision of information being
available everywhere at all times cannot have such a grave effect in the
next twelve years as the forward thinkers predicted thirty years ago. This will
depend on the expansion of broadband technology that has not really
been available for every household.

Differences in education and qualifications will increase.
There will be even greater differences in
education and qualification standards.
Both the share of the population with
little education and few or no training
qualifications and the proportion with
high qualifications will increase to the
detriment of the median education
and qualification levels. More people
will be possess a better formal education, but many will not be able to
keep up with the growing qualification
requirements.
More people between the ages
of 15 and 70 years old will be
working.
This type of gainful employment is
generally only part-time employment.
Therefore, the per capita income will
decrease if anything.
Increase in media consumption.
People will have more free time and
more time for media consumption
among other things. The amount of
18
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Figure 19: IFRA Where NEWS? Report No. 3

In addition, most people in Germany
have not reached the point where they
can use new technologies and operate
all devices with no problems and successfully integrate them into their daily
lives. However, work on the realisation
of this vision will continue up to the
year 2020 and beyond.
The active Internet user, named a
“prosumer” with the jargon of 2007,
will use the Internet in 2020 for organising his/her life and for self-expression.
The boundary between media and
technical tools used for strictly private
purposes has blurred in the process.
All basic conditions will change in a
society in which increasingly intense
fragmentation of functions and tasks
define professional life and a spatial
decoupling of work occurs. The constantly growing division of labour and
the professional and economic independence of the individual shape this
development. The social network will
be more strongly determined than
before by each individual person and
no longer by more traditionally established networks, e.g. the employer
or the family. To the degree that the
freedom of the individual to organise
himself increases, a regional and temporal decoupling of work occurs and
individual social relationships become
more meaningful, the individual becomes more and more the focal point.
In Web 2.0 communities, one can
observe how conversation and the
representation of the individual and
the circle of friends change. Younger
users especially learn how to communicate completely differently through
the use of texts, pictures, and videos.
Earlier, computer games were a solitary
activity. Today, multi-user games and
virtual worlds captivate millions of people. Friends can watch their acquaint-
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ances’ activities over social network
platforms. Game consoles generally
provide access to the Internet as well.
Without “real” opponents and rivals,
the game is only half as much fun.
The new technologies have an impact on the ways in which conversations take place or services are used.
Similarly, they also affect memory and
recollection. It is no longer only the
stories told by individuals: now pictures, videos and documents from personal experiences are used to describe
and present one’s life. This new form
of digital communication that primarily relates to family members, friends,
and acquaintances today will be used
in new forms for societal forms of
contact.
Young population groups are driving
this development. In population statistics, people 14 to 29 years of age
account for 12 percent of the total
population today. In the coming years
they will intensely adopt technology
for communication. In twelve years the
oldest members of this group will be
approaching forty, the youngest will
be in their late twenties, and the next
generation will presumably use new
technology to an even greater extent.
Internet communities such as Facebook, MySpace, or YouTube not only
bring a huge amount of information to
the Net. They have also clearly stimulated the activity level of the user. A
study from the MpFS (Medienpädagogischen Forschungsverbundes Südwest) in Germany determined that one
in three boys and one in five girls between the ages of 12 and 19 look at
pictures, videos, music files, or other
commentary in the Internet several
times each week (of 1,204 individuals surveyed between the ages of 12
and 19, around 45 percent have access

to the Internet in their own rooms).
Pages with user-generated content are
the most popular search engine portals
among young users according to MPFS
spokesperson Thomas Radgeb (Source:
dpa 5 November 2007).
In addition to the many photos, videos, and blog entries that people put on
the Internet themselves, there is also
a large amount of information published about other people, with those
concerned not knowing about the existence of this information. This personal information meets with a huge
demand. A third of all queries in search
engines deal with people, which has in
turn led to the development of special
search engines. These have the ability
to create a profile and add information
to databases that are otherwise not
freely accessible.
In summary, the Internet is becoming increasingly more important for
larger sections of the population. It is
changing the type and quality of communication. According to the forecast
of population development, as of the
year 2020, 20 percent of the population in Germany will not be able to imagine living or working without these
new technologies. This will have a dramatic effect on overall communication
in society because it is the young and
active groups that cultivate these new
forms of communication.
The danger that this could lead to
a division of society in terms of communication and behaviour is not to be
misjudged. At this stage older people
will often be confronted with new
technology by their grandchildren. In
the course of the constantly increasing individualisation in society and a
decrease in social contacts across the
generations, it is questionable whether
this can and will continue to happen.

The danger could also arise that older
people will live by different standards
and rules of communication. This could
widen the already foreseeable generation gap even more. However, there is
also the chance that the freed-up time
quotas of older people will be used differently than before, and that they will
use new technology to expand and improve their social contacts.
2.1.3 Internet as an integral
component of the economy
Commercial and logistical companies
can no longer be without the Internet in today’s market. Online package
tracking is only one example in this
case that also clearly catches the consumer’s attention. By 2020, linking the
merchandise management system to
the Internet will be the norm. Ordering
from an online shop can initiate the
entire order processing from checking
inventory to sending the order confirmation, billing, payment and dispatch.
Modern systems are able to handle
the various prepayment systems from
direct debit and credit card payment
to cash on delivery. The customer will
constantly be informed of the status of
his order – a service that would have
simply been too complex and far too
expensive prior to the advent of the
Internet.
The Internet plays a critical role in
pre-purchasing. By 2020 there will be
barely anyone who has not consulted
the Internet prior to making a major
purchase. Already in 2007 the percentage of Internet users that searched for
relevant information was between 80
and 97 percent, depending on the survey. The top online searches were for
airline and train tickets, holiday and
last minute travel, books, hotels, and
admission tickets.
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On this basis it can assumed that the
online sale of products will have properly developed by 2020. The majority
of people occasionally purchase books,
admission tickets, airline and train
tickets, clothing or shoes, and make
hotel bookings over the Internet. Not
all product categories are suitable for
online purchasing though. Moreover,
decisions for products are reached at
various speeds. Someone wanting to
buy a pound of apples and who is in
a supermarket would presumably just
buy them there without travelling 5
kilometres to another market to compare the price. The decision-making
process is generally much longer for
cars, financial products, and technology. Furthermore, many people would
prefer not to forego an on-site shopping experience as it provides a better
impression of the advertised product.
The Internet allows someone to obtain information before making a purchase literally up to the last second.
This is also the case for prices to a
certain extent. Price comparison services have become one of most popular
applications on the Internet since they
were first introduced. By 2020 they
will be available on mobile terminals
and available for use to everyone. Due
to the improved locating functions,
they will be able to offer even more
convenience and service than the services available today. They will show the
price level for the desired item at nearby businesses and alternative offers in
online shops.
The great significance of searching
for information on products and services should not be underestimated.
High credibility is already a sign that
Internet users respect the opinions
and recommendations of other users.
These opinions from objective persons
20

who have no commercial interest in
the products they evaluate or review
will be perceived by many in the year
2020 as a counter balance to the bulk
of advertising messages and attempts
at exercising influence that they see
they are exposed to on a daily basis.
For example, in Germany only five
percent of online purchases were made
directly on the Internet in 2007. This
figure was 7 percent in the U.S.A. The
fact that these percentages turned out
to be so low suggests that the proportion of purchases made online in 2020
will also be significantly under the 50
percent mark.
2.2
Use of media
How the future will actually look will
only be known when it is the present.
The same is true for media usage. Shifts
do not take place from one day to the
next, rather as long-term trends. The
speed at which new practices catch
on can be grossly over- or underestimated. However, significant trends can
be identified.
Generally, all media and particularly
the daily newspapers have to respond
to shifts in interests of media users.
News becomes less important. In the
industrialised countries, especially in
the USA and Germany, people‘s interest in current events has declined. The
time budgeted for media usage has
generally expanded, but the need for
time autonomy has also increased at
the same time. On-demand information has in part taken the place of consumed information at specified times.
2.2.1 Mobility
The most significant trend, the effects
of which will have already started to
unfold by 2020, is the expansion of
fast and affordable mobile Internet

access. This infrastructure could be realised in metropolitan areas with free
access via wireless LAN hotspots over
a wide area. The mobile network providers could also supply fast networks
alternatively to or in addition to this.
Since the Internet can be used to display and transmit practically all known
types of media, the Internet is not
taken seriously as a medium in its own
right. On the one hand it is a gate for
all types of information and entertainment needs. Watching television will
become independent of the broadcast
time and also of the end device used.
When TV and Web-TV offers are available at different times at reasonable
costs with mobile Internet and appropriately equipped end devices, then
full–video will become more important
as a filler. All of the short, mandatory
breaks that a person is exposed to on
a daily basis can be filled with media
consumption. In addition to the mobile
phone, portable miniature televisions,
laptops, and organisers all become
possible means of receiving this kind
of media.
Passive consumption for this form of
usage has remained in the foreground.
The successor of the couch potato is
the “screen potato”.
2.2.2 Media diversity
Increased use of the Internet does not
mean that the total number of existing media available for use will decline.
Quite the opposite. As more special interest channels emerge, they will be
spread by various means. The same
applies to radio. Here the number of
channels will explode because Internet
radio has cultivated a new channel of
distribution for niche interests.
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there is still no clear indication that
print will generally decline as a medium. Its significance within the media
mix will decrease, which is something
that has especially been shown by people’s willingness to pay. The traditional
daily newspaper has developed more
and more into a medium for a small
group of information elite. They enjoy
high credibility as before, but they are
reaching a predominantly older and
also more financially solvent audience.
2.2.3 Multitasking
Already in 2007 there were indications that the type of media usage in
the younger generation was fundamentally different from that of older
people. This trend will have significant
implications in 2020. The forecast for
Germany can be used as an example
of the developments that will occur in
other countries.

2.2.4 New attention economy
In light of the continuously growing
media flood, future patterns of reception may result that accommodate the
simultaneous and more intense use of
multiple types of media. This does not
necessarily have to lead to a loss of attention for certain media. It is possible that the current understanding of
attention as deliberate intellectual attention will be replaced by the modern
multitasking-oriented form of information processing.
A basic dilemma continues to exist
independently of this definition; media and the advertising messages they
spread are subject to fierce competition. Already in 2003 experts from the
GWA, an association of communication agencies, estimated that only 5
percent of advertisements reach consumers at all. Today, every individual is
confronted with around 4,500 advertising messages each day. Consumers
already overloaded with information

Daily media usage

Gross
Net
Parallel

Minutes

In addition to the traditional media
that have established offers on the
Internet, new providers are emerging, specifically news aggregators
and opinion portals. The first forerunners of news aggregators have been
around since 2007. Examples include
iGoogle and Google News, and MyYahoo or services like Pageflakes.com
and Netvibes.com. The news aggregators collect and classify the content
from various sources that could be of
interest to individual Internet users.
Titles tailored to particular interests
and content are constantly updated,
and the user can transfer them to an
end device on request or at scheduled
times. Formatting and content are automatically adjusted to the technical
capacities and the transmission of the
available bandwidth. Users can also
add news feeds of their choice and/or
select from ready-made modules. Users can also use news aggregators that
their friends have made and enabled
for them.
Opinion portals resulted from the
interest of the user in discussing current events with other users. Internet
technology also helps to bring topics
and those interested in them together.
This type of offer arranges contents
of known providers such as media
houses, bloggers, or citizen journalists,
sorts them according to new criteria
and puts them up for discussion. On
the other hand, it is possible to create
completely new topics and exchange
them. The importance of topics is determined by the users.
With the number of printed titles
available, the end of the boom is nowhere in sight. Their absolute number
will continue to increase beyond 2020
although the reach of individual titles
will decrease significantly. For 2020

Year

Figure 20: Media usage and parallel usage. Source: ZAW 2007
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simply block out “unsuitable” messages automatically. They do not even
reach the threshold of consciousness.
Even if the old assumptions are right
that behaviour can be influenced by
advertising messages just at the level
of perception, the recipients of the
medium must pay a certain amount of
attention. Otherwise the entire effect
is lost.
The overall information overload
leads to a general crisis of the payment
models. Given the multitude of free or
virtually free perceived information offers, the subjectively perceived value of
the information must be very high in
order to cross the payment barrier. Information offers that are not provided
free of charge have a difficult time being noticed. They have no chance to
prove the value of their content.
Proof of this assumption can be observed in the success of free newspapers in countries such as Switzerland.
“20 Minutes” quickly rose to the position of the biggest newspaper in the
country in just a few years. In both
German-speaking Switzerland and also
in the French parts, free newspapers
reach at least one-third of the population above the age of 14. The most
recently published free newspapers in
western Switzerland such as “Cash
Daily”, “.ch”, and “News” were not
included in this survey. As a result, free
newspapers alone increased the total
net reach of large daily newspapers
from around 70 percent to 80 percent
between 2006 and 2007.
The free newspapers have the widest
reach in the age group of 15-29 year
olds - the age group that has the worst
reach for newsstand newspapers in
Switzerland. As expected, many more
readers of the free newspapers are
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Internet users than those reading the
established daily newspapers.
By far, the most popular medium for
teenagers is the mobile phone. If the
age structure of mobile phone users is
compared to that of Internet users, it is
clear that the mobile phone beats the
Internet with regard to prevalence and
usage. Accordingly, the hope that applications such as mobile TV and local
searches will be used more on mobile
phones in the future is understandable. Truly massive use of this kind of
service is still prevented in many markets today due to the prohibitive price
models of the mobile network providers. A first drop in price for data services already occurred in 2007.
The companies find themselves in
a communication competition with
other companies. Newspaper publishing houses that want to increase the
reach of their own media must accommodate the new requirements. It
is especially true of the target group
of young people that they do not pay
attention to media not belonging to
their preferred portfolio or cover their
range of interests.
Studies from a number of western
countries suggest that teenagers have
little interest in news concerning politics, the economy, and business, the
core areas of journalism. This kind of
news is perceived as threatening and
is not actively sought. Here, a great
deal is dependent on the communication skills of the media. Participation
opportunities, comments and opinions can all work against the feeling of
powerlessness. When active courses of
action are offered, younger people can
usually be won over with these topics.
However, new presentation formats
do not resolve another problem faced
by newspaper publishing houses: many

teenagers have absolutely no idea
about which local news sources are
available. Teenagers do not find them
interesting enough to actively seek
them out. Even when content with
high relevance for the target groups
is presented, this does not mean that
they will get noticed.
It is because of these tendencies that
it is extremely important for media
houses to place their content in locations where the probability of reaching
young people is relatively high. The
news that young people usually notice by chance – like that on Citylight
posters, search engine websites, or on
Internet portals – could very well be
the only news that they see at all! The
deals with portals and social networks
that bring particular content in short
form to the largest possible audience
are especially important.
At the same time, there must be investment in their own technology. For
Internet offers this means investments
in search engine optimisation and
their own programming. Noteworthy
here are “widgets”, or the mini software programs users can integrate
into their preferred Internet sites and
social networks without the effort of
programming. They could help media
houses stay in the minds of their target
groups. Widgets appear on the user’s
screen as part of the displayed website
or as a separate window on their computer. For example, the Flickr widget is
very popular. It always displays the last
5 photos that a person has saved on
their personal homepage.
The most well known application of
widgets allows Flash videos on portals
such as YouTube or Sevenload. Here,
the decentralised embedding of an application on a number of private sites
massively increases the recognition of
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a particular service. It is very important
that users have full control over which
widgets they use – the businesses
providing them have no direct influence on this. They are generally able
to measure the traffic generated from
these applications to their offers, and
they also know how frequently the application is downloaded.
There is one good piece of news
amidst all of the bad: it is possible to
get teenagers interested in something.
They notice news and media when it
is placed in front of them, and they
will gladly read the content. The crucial part is getting their attention in
the first place. This can be achieved
with topics, videos, images, the right
presentation, humour and completely
different approaches. This is where the
media have to experiment.
Figure 21: Widgets on Yahoo!

2.3

Outlook for the advertising
market
The changing basic conditions are
putting more and more pressure on
the existing business models. This is
true for newspapers and their products
as well as the communication agencies
that act as the intermediary between
advertisers and the media as well as
the advertised businesses. To a certain
extent, when lifestyles and consumer
buying habits change, media usage
also changes. The publishing houses
must be prepared for this.
Customers‘ expectations of advertising are also changing. Return on investment is a factor that is being taken
into increasingly into account. Reach in
the desired target groups is of growing
importance to the advertising industry.
Advertisement placement is occurring with shorter lead times, and new
forms of marketing advertising are being created or gaining in significance.

Advertising on the whole is become
more interactive, integrated, and customised. The trend is moving more and
more towards staged presentation.

can be adjusted and optimised while
in progress. Financial commitment and
targeted (sales) outcomes are directly
related to one another.

2.3.1 New requirements
Sustaining oneself in the advertising
market of the year 2020 will only be
possible for those able to adapt to the
new requirements. The five most important general trends are:

The individual becomes a target
group
Almost every advertising campaign in
2020 will have a target group component. For products such as shavers
or lipstick it has always been relatively
easy to select the appropriate media
for specifically approaching men or
women. Special companies now take
care of preparing the right data pool
for selecting target groups and addressing them. Theoretically, it is possible to define very small target groups
whose media usage can be identified.
Appropriately targeted advertisements
can then be placed for groups having a
high degree of interest in an advertised
product or service.

Everything will be measureable
Verifiable return on investment (ROI)
is the Holy Grail for many customers.
Today, search term advertisements on
the Internet with their „pay for performance“ model have become almost
synonymous with measurability of advertising effectiveness. The customer
only pays for the actual advertising
effectiveness and has full control over
costs and performance. Campaigns
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Consumers will become active
An important trend in the new world
of advertising is the shifting power
structure between the advertiser and
the consumer. In the past, dissatisfied customers could not attract a very
strong public impression. In the meantime, blogs, evaluation platforms, and
social networks have all provided powerful tools to effectively damage even
the largest corporate groups that often
react insensitively to requests. E-mail
and mobile telephones also serve to
rapidly mobilise the masses.
Prices will be transparent
A second form of customer power
strongly felt by businesses and service
providers is the enormous increase in
price transparency through online media. Price search engines make it possible for buyers to put pressure on retailers with prices found on the Internet
or on craftspeople with comparative
offers from competitors. Such comparisons are possible at any location with
the help of an Internet-enabled mobile
phone.
Staging is gaining in importance
The consumer’s nightmare is the notion that he belongs to an anonymous
mass of people. Each individual wants
his uniqueness catered for. Accordingly, interaction in advertising is increasing, and offline and online media
are becoming more interconnected.
PR is also increasingly integrated into
advertising. The staged presentation
of brands through events is becoming
more important.
Increased measurability of advertising effectiveness in addition to the
other aforementioned factors put
more pressure on the performance of
all forms of advertising in the mass me24

dia. The formula “X money = Y sales”
quickly becomes a very rigid expression
for customer demand. The pressure to
perform is felt equally by the agencies
and the media. In addition to sales, the
media must succeed in incorporating
important aspects of ad placement in
mass media. These include brand and
image well as establishing long-term
relationships with customers.
It is important to bear in mind here
that the evaluation of which advertising
spend produced which sales and which
ROI calculation achieves the most favourable factor does not always have
to be the suitable advertising tactic for
the customer. Thus, a comparatively
higher investment makes sense if the
customer goes after strategic goals,
such as developing the brand or reaching a certain sales level for the product. In this case, optimisation can and
will not be able to achieve the most
cost effective ROI possible. In contrast,
it will be to achieve the highest possible sales or best recognition of the
brand or a new product.
Transparency of advertising achievements will come to have the greatest
significance. Each advertising tactic
will be planned, reported, observed,
and as far as possible optimised while
still in use. Even today many customers subject their advertising budgets
to comprehensive reporting and controlling. For electronic campaigns it
is common practice to change spots,
duration of placement, frequency of
placement, and the type of media
used to get an advertising budget to
perform better.
All of these things that have become
more and more a matter of course in
the electronic media must also be incorporated into the considerations and
plans of newspaper media. The adver-

tising market in newspaper media will
be measured by these new criteria in
a matter of a few years. By the year
2020, it will be common practice to
use electronic tools for planning, to
introduce reporting and controlling for
ad placement, and readjust and realign
to increase performance.
2.3.2 Development of the
advertising market
Advertising spend cannot be equated
with advertising in the mass media.
Despite the rapid growth of advertising
expenditure, most of it will be channelled towards direct marketing, instore advertising, and events. Already
by 2006 less than 50 percent of the
total advertising spend was invested in
media advertising. This figure may decline even further by 2020. In Germany
almost two-thirds of advertising spend
(approx. 20 of 31 billion euros) poured
into the media in 2006. In the light of
the still rapidly increasing number of
advertising channels, the price pressure among competing media will remain the same or even increase.
The development of advertising
volumes in the U.S.A. and their distribution among the different areas
is of particular interest when making
forecasts for the advertising market in
2020. There are already firm predictions for the U.S.A. The Forrester Report “US Online Marketing Forecast
2007 – 2012” shows a particularly
significant budget shift towards the Internet and the various other subcategories within this area.
Thus, in the next five years the proportion of online sales will expand the
total advertising expenditure from 8
percent today to 18 percent. The total volume would then amount to 61.3
billion US dollars. The search market
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will achieve the greatest growth with a
total of 25 billion US dollars (currently
at 8 billion US dollars today). The importance of online video marketing (already 500 million US dollars in 2007)
will increase dramatically and reach
around 7.2 billion dollars by 2012. The
five-fold increase in sales from 2 billion dollars today to 10 billion dollars
for “emerging channels”, or the newly
created forms of advertising online,
should also be taken into account.
The way in which the composition of expenses develops will be of
great interest to the search sector. The
amounts paid for search term advertisements will grow from 4.4 billion to
10.1 billion US dollars. Search engine
marketing will make up the second
largest area. Today it is at 1.9 billion US
dollars and will stand at 8.9 billion US
dollars by 2012). Also to be taken into
consideration are the contextual ads
for content offers which have experienced six-fold growth and will grow
from 800 million US dollars today to
4.6 billion US dollars in sales.
The forecasts that deal with the relationship between media usage and
the advertising market should also be
taken into account against this backdrop. On the one hand, there is naturally a great need to update the German advertising market with regard to
Internet advertising. However, there
is also a huge “reallocation trend” of
advertising proceeds away from the
classic media to new forms of advertising. Also, businesses are increasingly
stepping into the limelight themselves,
for example as communicators. The
information that today only 4 percent
of mass media advertising is placed on
the Internet but that this medium attracts 14 percent of the usage time,
does not allow for any extrapolations

U.S.A.: Online Advertising 2007 – 2012

Figure 22: Source Forrester Report, “US Online Marketing Forecast: 2007 - 2012”, Oct. 10, 2007

U.S.A.: Income Search Engines 2007 – 2012

Figure 23: Source: Forrester Report, “US Online Marketing Forecast: 2007 - 2012”, Oct. 10, 2007
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on the development of advertising revenues for Internet media. It can also be
assumed that an ever growing proportion of the advertising budget will be
invested in the Internet.
2.3.3 Fundamental changes in
marketing advertising
In addition to ROI pricing, the following trends will characterise the
coming years:
■ Internet direct sales
■ Cross-media and multimedia sales
■ Auction platforms
■ Advertising networks
■ Social networks, guerrilla and network marketing
■ Event marketing
To the extent that new media offers
will be created and existing ones will
lose their appeal, there will be fewer
chances for advertisers to call attention
26

to their products and services over the
known channels at manageable costs
such as, for example, through advertising in newspapers. The audiences will
split apart. The only advertisers who
will survive the competition will be the
ones able to provide coverage to desired target groups.
The changed way of handling customers, as recipients of advertising, has
led to the development of new advertising forms. This is especially true for
the Internet, but a more creative and
freer interaction with advertising formats can be observed also in the print
and broadcasting media. Not only will
the forms of presentation change, but
marketing will also be revolutionised
by the Internet. The self-reservation
platforms and “tool kits” for advertising forms that have emerged all have a
common objective: to make the crea-

tion and placement of advertising for
advertisers more cost-effective.
On the one hand, these new forms
challenge call into question the classical agency model, because advertisers
always want to be able to handle their
ad placement more simply by themselves, but on the other hand they are
also opening up new opportunities.
Many small and medium-sized businesses have neither the time nor the
manpower to use these new forms.
They need support from traditional
agencies – or new service providers
– that are interested in this emerging
business field.
In this new advertising environment,
the lowest-priced advertising forms
will prevail. Accordingly, service providers must develop business models
that make cost-effective work possible
despite low revenues.
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The well-known models put these new
forms under pressure. The model for
performance-based payment, which
was vehemently rejected by publishers especially in the beginning, has set
a precedent. Although such a model
makes the advertising medium dependent on the quality of the advertising,
the advertising business cannot eliminate customer pressure. Models that
renegotiate the price repeatedly based
on supply and demand are also gaining
ground and are now being tested for
various media channels, especially for
last-minute spots.
2.3.3.1 Internet direct sales
A remarkable new development in advertisement marketing is Internet sales
that leaves aside the traditional media
and creative agencies as well as classic advertising sales. It will be possible
for customers to place advertisements
in objects of their choice on the Internet. This can be done online with the
help of an Internet browser or with
programs that run on a computer and
then transfer data over the Internet.
Small and medium-sized businesses
are already enjoying the freedom of
being able to place and control advertisements at any time of day or night.
In Germany it has been shown that
customer groups like car dealers or
estate agents prefer to control their
inventories of objects with their own
software on their own computers, and
they tend to use reservation tools if the
possibility for reserving print and online
advertising is directly integrated into
the software. Uniform interfaces and
cross-functional agreements are very
important for this reason. Customers
have also positively indicated that the
reservation software is also suitable for
their own advertising materials, such

as flyers and brochures; selected advertisements in self-designed forms are
also automatically integrated.
There is no doubt that search term
advertisements are the most profitable
form of online advertising. Only 3.2
percent of Internet usage in the U.S.A.
did not apply to Internet searches in
2006 according to a calculation by JP
Morgan. This 3.2 percent use generated 8.6 billion US dollars in advertising
sales compared to 5.9 billion that are
associated with other types of Internet usage. Search term advertising has
also been acknowledged as having the
greatest potential in the long term.
However, it is difficult to determine
this potential for the individual newspaper publishing houses. Search term
advertisements need a certain number
of users to show their effectiveness,
e.g. bringing enough response to advertising customers. Local search term
marketing does not necessarily function immediately as soon as the necessary technology is put into place.
In 2020 not only Internet advertisements will be sold over the Internet.
The process of change will affect all
media. One way this could look can
be seen in an example from the Los
Angeles-based company Spot Runner (www.spotrunner.com) founded
in January 2006. This purely Internet
media agency enables small and medium-sized businesses to create and
present local TV spots at very reasonable prices.
Customers contact Spot Runner and
provide specific information about their
company, their planned campaign, and
the desired broadcasting area. Finally,
they select a pre-prepared TV spot
from the Spot Runner Database. Spot
Runner personalises the spots with specific information about the business,

logos, company images, and specially
produced spoken text. The customers
can view the spot produced for them
online and release it.
Spot Runner creates a media plan
based on information provided by the
customer regarding the branch of industry, budget, target groups and other criteria which enable the customer
to precisely narrow down the recommended time, available channels, and
the desired circulation area. Advertising customers can reserve places
on the large networks such as CNN,
Bravo, ESPN and HGTV, as well as local TV channels. Customers who want
to use self-produced TV spots may also
use just the planning and reservation
capacities. After the advertisement
is broadcast the customer receives a
report with detailed information of
when and where the spots actually ran
and which audience they reached.
2.3.3.2 Cross-media and
multimedia sales
Cross-media and multimedia sales will
be common practice in 2020. This
means that a customer will be offered
a total media package tailored to suit
the individual advertising goals of the
customer instead of just a single medium. This package optimises print
advertising (cross-media) and reaching
the target groups (multimedia). Studies show advertising messages reach
consumers on more than one channel.
Thus, greater exposure to print advertising normally results in higher recognition and generates higher sales. After a certain number of exposures, this
value no longer increases. Conversely,
the situation that could definitely arise
in 2020 is that desired target groups
may no longer be reachable without addressing them in a cross-media
27
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fashion. TV had this type of problem
already in 2007 when trying to address
people under the age of 39. Already
then advertising planners needed a
double play of TV and the Internet for
optimal coverage of target groups.
Cross-media and multimedia campaigns are harder to plan and to realise than mono-media advertising sales.
After the experiences of the Danish
newspaper “Nordjyske Medier”, the
concept caught on with customers and
advertising salespeople after a period
of adjustment. At a 2006 IFRA conference, advertising director Henrik Espensen was quoted as saying, “someone
who can increase turnover by 22 percent, profits by 36 percent, and visitors in the shop by 21 percent will get
more and more reservations,” citing
the example of a local retailer who had
previously stopped advertising in the
newspaper.
2.3.3.3 Auction platforms
Auction platforms, which were first introduced with search term advertising
on the Internet, have gained significant importance in the marketing of
last-minute deals in all forms of media. Online auction platforms selling
advertising space have suffered from
the reputation of not really being able
to supply precise and controlled campaigns with the corresponding highquality reporting. Critics should bear
in mind that this concerns offers that
are still quite young and whose quality standards and features are only just
developing.
The New York-based company Right
Media, a part of Yahoo! that markets
last-minute spots for Internet banner advertisements, went online with
its beta version in 2006 and activated
their expanded „exchange“ platform
28

in April 2007. Microsoft acquired
AdECN in mid-2007 in order to have
the appropriate technology in their
portfolio. DoubleClick also offers this
type of platform. In the course of a
year, many more providers entered the
market, like Traffiq.com, for example.
At the time this report went to press,
the platforms „AdScale“ and „auktion-werbung.de“ existed in Germany.
The offers on this latter platform were
originally geared towards banner advertisements and domains, and they
have since expanded to classic forms
of advertising (print, TV) and outdoor
advertising. As of May 2008, it was not
clear if the market had accepted this
platform.
Google’s “Print Ads” program that
started in November 2006 with 28
publishers and 66 newspapers in the
U.S.A. is the most widely known adaption of the auction model for newspaper advertisement. The model appears
to be proving its value for both sides.
At the beginning of January 2008, the
first plans to introduce the product in
the United Kingdom were announced.
Google TV ads followed in April
2007. Together with the satellite TV
provider EchoStar, Google began marketing advertising on television in May
2007. Advertisements for 13 million
Americans have been reserved since
then with the beta service. A suitable
advertisement is supplied depending
on the viewer. The advertisers will get
real-time feedback on the effectiveness of the advertisement.
Since January 2005, the US company
Bid4spots has been auctioning unsold
radio time slots online in the U.S.A.
A similar auction program has also
existed in the United Kingdom since
September 2007. In these cases, the
principle of the reverse auction is used:

unsold advertising time gets cheaper
as the auction gets closer to ending.
2.3.3.4 Advertising networks
Advertising networks are known as
advertising combinations in classic advertising. In order to achieve a broader
reach, combinations of titles can be
used instead of individual titles. Advertising networks on the Internet have
been characterised by the fact that
advertisers do not have to use complete titles to be able to better reach
target groups. With this they have
discovered a loophole in the dilemma
that the advertising inventory of an individual provider does not suffice for
targeting. Online media planners are
faced more often with the problem
that the requested coverage cannot be
built upon anymore. By the year 2020,
advertising networks will have established themselves. They will cooperate
with all media and fill quotas that the
media either cannot or do not want to
market themselves.
Prime examples for advertising networks are search term advertising programs from Google, Yahoo!, or other
independent companies, like Miva. Also
in the area of classic online advertising,
there is an abundance of established
marketers that market on a number of
qualitatively high-value websites in the
interest of their customers. This enables advertising customers to directly
approach small target groups. It is not
without reason that the advertising
networks lead in the online coverage
statistics in Germany.
These networks are gaining in importance in online advertising since
many advertising clients want to reserve campaigns in many countries at
once. The market for pan-European
campaigns amounted to a net 100 mil-
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lion euros in 2007. It is expected to
grow to a volume of 130 million euros
in 2008.
A special form of advertising networks is placing advertising in an editorially uncontrolled environment. It
can be assumed that by 2020 interesting and effective forms will be found
for the marketing of weblogs as well
as more professional handling with
affiliate networks. For the latter form
of advertising, content providers will
advertise themselves as partners in
generating business for third parties,
mostly e-commerce providers. Payment
will be purely based on success. The
amount of the commission will depend
on the amount of resources invested
by the partner.

Figure 25: Confidence in advertising forms. Source: Nielsen worldwide

2.3.3.5 Social networks, guerrilla
and network marketing
It can be assumed that by 2012 exciting advertising environments will have
been developed for Web 2.0 solutions.
This will be the case especially in places
where information generated by users
(known or unknown to them) will be
associated with the scope of interest
of the individual without it excessively
encroaching on personal rights. New
advertising forms of this type can then
experience similar success to and be
accepted as sponsored links in search
term advertising.
Social networks were responsible for
a huge amount of growth on the Internet in 2007 and 2008. In 12 years’ time
they will have carved out a solid place
in the advertising market. Marketing
also requires intuition. For their main
activities, users pay attention to communication and rarely to advertising.
In addition, guerrilla and network
marketing fall into the „social” area of
advertising. These forms of advertising

existed before the Internet was even
thought up, but they have experienced
an enormous upswing as a result of the
new medium. This is further underlined
by the high credibility of the fact that
Internet users attach great importance
to the opinions and recommendations
of other users. Opinion portals and
user reviews will become especially
important.
Classic online advertising only functions in the Web 2.0 environment under certain conditions. Network marketing is therefore an increasing and
greatly promising alternative to monetising social networks.
For viral marketing it is less a case of
direct product recommendation as it is
the spread of placed viral advertising
messages, which is also known under
the concept of “network marketing”.
Here the advertiser is counting on the
exploratory spirit of active Internet
users. They should think that videos
or websites, in which the advertising

Conﬁdence in Advertising Forms
(Source: Nielsen worldwide, n = 26.486)
Recommendation of
other customers
Daily newspapers
Customer comments
online
Brand websites
TV
Magazines
Radio
Brand sponsoring
e-mail marketing
Advertising before
ﬁlm/video
SEM ads
Banner ads
Text ads on mobile

message or purpose of the campaign
are generally well hidden, are “cool”
and recommend them to their friends.
The rules of viral marketing differ fundamentally from the classic
thoughts on media placement. It can
prove counterproductive if advertising
materials are placed on a wide-reaching website from the beginning. The
trick consists of establishing the main
“transshipment point” of a topic and
reaching the most influential bloggers.
They will carry the message over their
network to the important bridging
points where the content comes into
contact with other social networks.
The network-for-network critical mass
will be reached with well chosen hubs.
A short cut on this path can mean
stopping the “virus“ in its tracks.
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2.3.3.6 Event marketing
Events in the entertainment- and action-oriented “instant gratification
society” are becoming more and more
important. Even today marketing departments of a publisher use events
to anchor the brand of the publishing
house in the minds of users and advertising customers. For once, the Internet
media are not leading the field here.
This has to do mainly with being able
to experience something on location.
In the future, these types of events
will be more geared towards the needs
of the customer and arranged especially for them. Such events may include job fairs for the local economy,
sponsoring of cultural and sporting
events, and creating events that fit the
customers’ interests.
There are already innovative proposals for events geared towards customer interests. An example here is

the Belgian company Vacature.com, a
joint venture of four daily newspapers
that specialises in the job market. They
work with both print and online products. Vacature.com expressly considers
itself as a consultant for its customers
for all concerns in the area of human
resources. Among other things, Vacature.com hosts job fairs as an actual
event with an online counterpart.
2.3.3.7 Mobile forms of advertising
In theory, the mobile telephone is the
ideal advertising medium. It is the most
widespread of all media in modern industrial societies. Statistically, in many
European countries there are already
more than 100 mobile telephones per
100 inhabitants. This technology is
used by individually addressable persons who are reachable around the
clock. It is the most personal medium
and is seldom passed on to third par-

        

   

      


 




  















 












Figure 26: Source: eMarketer
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ties. To a great extent, the end devices used are already Internet-ready. In
2020 there will be established forms of
advertising that users will find informative instead of annoying.
Forms of advertising will be created
that place the emphasis on dialogue
and interaction. The precursors to this
were reply SMS and user actions. For
example, participants in a contest to
win a car can be offered a test drive
arranged with a dealer in their area. A
prerequisite for mobile advertising is a
solution to the cost problems of usage.
Users cannot be “punished” for viewing a data-intensive video advertisement, for example.
The mobile phone is the ideal link
between various media. Interaction is
possible with print products, posters or
screen media. Users could take part in
surveys and contests via text message,
transmit information in text and images as “citizen journalists”, or get more
information with help from the built-in
camera codes in the device.
All forms of online advertising that
are stationary on the Internet could in
principle also be used on the mobile
Internet. Currently, banners and search
term advertisements play the largest
role. A great deal of potential is predicted for local advertising because a
mobile telephone allows its location to
be determined - this has been possible
with broadcasting cells or GPS in some
mobile phones. In the future, new
technologies will make even more precise location determination possible.
Advertisements on the mobile Internet that will be selected by mobiles and
other portable devices are predicted to
have a big future. Context-related advertisements in computer games could
possibly also be commonplace by the
year 2020.
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2.4

The newspaper publishing
house in 2020
Publishers have major challenges
ahead of them. On the one hand, they
must stabilise and build upon the business area of printed materials. They
have to think of new products and
ways to generate as many additional
new revenues as possible in this field.
Additionally, they must also cope with
the change in digital business models.
This means not just investing in new
technology, but also launching into
traditional business fields with innovative products. If they do not do so
themselves, then the advertisers will
take over and have future markets for
themselves.

Advertising revenues
Necessary changes of the regional newspaper publishing houses in Germany
from new business areas in the advertising sector (online and other print products)

(50)

(40)
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+ 18
20
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20
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Figure 27: Source: Estimates from Booz/Allen, Munich Media Days 2007

2.4.1 Change in revenues
The advertising revenues in the classified advertising business and in other
business areas of newspapers have
significantly declined in industrialised
countries in recent years. Increasing
online revenues cannot also compensate for these. The decline of American
newspapers is of great significance. It
lends itself as an excellent example because the American media market for
years has recorded the disappearance
of traditional printed advertising due
to harsh competition from new competitors. The visible changes here are
structural and not just related to the
economic cycle. American newspaper
publishers have aggressively prepared
themselves for the time when advertising revenues from the digital media match the revenues of the printed
newspaper. This will have taken place
way before 2020.
This trend has also been observed at
many of the regional European newspaper publishing houses, but it has not
been as pronounced for a long time.

Forecasts predict that more than half
of classic newspaper advertising revenues will dwindle by 2020.
This level of advertising revenues can
no longer be maintained with the old
business models of printing advertisements in a daily newspaper. In the classified markets many customers have
already moved to the online market,
especially in the areas of motor vehicles, real estate, and private classifieds.
Now the interest of these competitors
is being directed towards local business advertisements. It can be foreseen
that this bastion of regional newspaper publishers will be put under massive competitive and price pressure.
For many decades, for example, it
was assumed for regional newspapers
in Germany that 40 percent of revenues would be generated by sales and
distribution and 60 percent by advertising. This ratio has changed. In the
meantime, the revenue from sales and

distribution has become significantly
higher than advertising revenue in a
number of regions.
In the past, newspaper publishers
could rely on moderate increases in
sales and distribution pricing, especially in the area of subscriptions, to counterbalance fluctuations in the advertising market to a certain degree. As
a result, the subscription price of the
regional daily newspapers has more
than doubled in most cases in the last
twenty years. With the continuous decline of subscriptions and sales numbers, the publishing houses are also
thinking intensely about the sales and
distribution pricing policy.
These estimates are conservative,
so it is being assumed that there will
also not be any free daily newspapers
in Germany in 2020. This new model
has resulted in England, Switzerland,
Iceland, Denmark, and other countries
making profound changes in their daily
31
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by a total of 10 percent. Even with
this optimistic view, if the new business fields can position themselves for
success, the newspapers must prepare
themselves for their revenues to fall by
a total of 20 percent.

newspaper markets. Free daily newspapers, especially those in metropolitan
areas, are permanently changing the
basis on which regional newspapers
earn their revenues.
The pressure on sales and subscription pricing for the regional daily
newspapers will increase for a wide
variety of reasons. The regional subscription newspapers have fewer and
fewer readers. Compared to the national daily newspapers, they have also
significantly lost reach in the last ten
years. This trend will continue.
If one assumes that the sales revenues decline 10 percent from their
current level by the year 2020 (a very
optimistic forecast), then the result for
2020 is still 90 percent of the current
sales revenues. If it is further assumed
that there will be success in building
up new business fields by 20 percent
with new advertising volumes, then
the advertising revenues only decrease

2.4.2 Change of cost structures
The publishers must implement all necessary changes for the adjusted cost
situation. In the past, temporary fluctuations in revenues were often counterbalanced by cost reductions. In the
past thirty years many publishers have
been able to ease up on their economisation process due to good business
developments and high margins of surplus potential. Savings were in many
cases achieved in traditional production through automation so that the
publishers generally have good control
of their production and distribution
costs.





















































































Figure 28: Source: World Press Trends 2008
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The rule of thumb that a decline in
revenues creates savings of 10 or 15
percent of the necessary margins is no
longer true. The current necessity to
change is a structural problem. Structural changes can only be reached by
changing the focus of the company.
The cost structure must change according to this so that new revenue
structures will suffice for successful future business.
Investments will increasingly shift
into new business areas in the future.
At the same time, the pressure to
economise will increase in the traditional newspaper areas, which are still
earning money in part today. What has
been done for the production of the
newspaper, particularly that which has
already been achieved at the prepress
and printing stages, must be continued further and extended to all other
areas of the publishing house. In the
future, printed products must be significantly cheaper to produce and distribute. Among others, the logistical
questions will be put to the test along
with more effective systems for the
creation of content. The new organisation of editorial departments, which
will be responsible for the division of
labour for all media, and the entire
change management in the content
area remain the subject of ongoing
discussion. IFRA, for example, offers a
solution for this with Newsplex.
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2.4.3 Overseeing the change
The publishing managers must be
able to recognise, comprehend, and
manage the necessity for change. The
high level of investment required for
new business areas must be made possible by pressure on prices together
with improved utilisation of revenue
potentials by means of significant cost
reduction and redistribution in all traditional areas. Outsourcing alone, or the
relocation of resources, does not help.
Qualified processes of change can only
be performed by highly qualified and
motivated personnel.
For each individual newspaper publishing house it will be a matter of
analysing its precise situation in good
time, making a plan with concrete objectives, assessing feasibility, and implementing its own strategic ideas in
an aimed way.
A fundamental re-orientation of the
entire sales activities is also necessary.
This involves increasing efficiency and
the development of competence for
marketing different products. Similar
and comparable to the editorial area,
new processes will require additional
activities. A more controlled operation,
new technologies, qualified sales and
advice together with a faster speed of
transaction are all needed and must be
provided at lower cost.
For many small publishing houses
it will be difficult to resolve the demands for change from management
and from the technical side of things.
If they do not find networks or comprehensive solutions, it will lead to further concentrations and aggregations
in the market.

Managing the change successfully
Structural changes revenues/costs at regional newspaper
publishing houses in Germany
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Figure 29: Overseeing the change. Source: Estimates from Booz/Allen, Munich Media Days 2007
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3

Customer Centric
Communication Concept

The Customer Centric Communication concept is a future-oriented marketing concept for newspaper media
products, especially the regional and
local newspaper publishing houses. It
concerns the core business of the regional newspaper in the market, e.g.
the products of publishing houses in
a multimedia world and their marketability. In this first step, it has primarily
the European market in its sights. In its
fundamental conception, the concept
requires a consistent re-orientation of
sales towards the needs of the customer, with all the consequences this entails for the organisation of publishing
houses and the new media houses.
Regional
newspaper
publishing
houses are not helpless in the face of
the new challenges. They have experience in their markets, their newsrooms
consist of information professionals
and their on-site sales teams know
their own clientele. That said, they
cannot rely too much on their strengths
– the competition never sleeps and will
win over new market shares with good
arguments. They must leave the welltravelled paths.
The changed basic conditions ultimately leave the publishing houses no
choice: they must react to new developments or face the penalty of their
own downfall. They must create their
own proven business models designed
to be profitable for as long as possible
and determine new sources of revenue
at the same time. Here, new products
on the market may also be placed in
competition to their own products. The
newspaper publishing houses need to
expand into new business fields in
order to stay viable as an enterprise.
This expansion concerns both new
publication channels (print, Internet,
mobile phones, TV, radio, etc.) and
34

new content offers that go beyond the
traditional business of communicating
information, in addition to new forms
of advertising aimed at ensuring the
economic success of their customers.
Central to this task is a new and
real partnership with customers. Their
needs must be the central point, and
their commercial success must become
the benchmark by which the efforts
of sales are measured. The media
products and advertising forms must
be positioned and possibly newly created in accordance with the needs of
the customer, such as the requirement
to reach specific target groups. The
publishing house must also change
its offering form. It cannot just sell its
own media service. It must become an
agency.
Not all customer groups today are
ready for the challenges presented by
the changing media world. For certain
customers, the publisher must therefore become a genuine agency and not
just in the figurative sense. This means
becoming the most important and exclusive business partner and advisor
for advertising activities. This certainly
concerns less the part of the creative
agency that attends to the design of
advertisements, and more the part of
the media agencies concerned with
ensuring the optimal spreading of the
advertising message so that the communication goals of the customer can
be achieved.
The use of tools – of both the strategic and electronic variety – is a prerequisite for this new focus. Different tools are needed at the various
stages of the sales pitch and customer
support.
The implementation of this concept
requires major organisational changes
within the publishing house. Infor-

mation must be made accessible and
available. The sale must be directed
towards multimedia. It is also necessary to regulate the incorporation of
foreign media. The qualification requirements for the employees have
changed. Change management is also
a central challenge in this area.
IFRA has already done valuable preliminary work in this connection. The
topic of cross-media advertising sales
was first addressed with Adplex - a further development of the Newsplex integrated newsroom concept. There are
many IFRA Special Reports on the topic
of change management in the newsroom. The topics of data exploitation
and customer relationship management repeatedly come up in this area.
CCC transcends these approaches
with its consistent customer orientation and thinking outside of the box
with regard to traditional newspaper
production. The goal of the CCC concept is to have the regional newspaper publishing houses secure sales and
revenues in a rapidly changing media
world and open up new business opportunities. This requires a new understanding of the market and of the new
methods of market cultivation. The following sections will present the philosophy of the concept, discuss possible
tools that could support the publishers, and describe some of the requirements for implementing the concept in
a publishing house.
3.1

Basic principles of Customer
Centric Communication
The CCC concept makes it possible for
the publishing houses to react intelligently to the changing market situation. It requires rethinking and adjusting sales. Convincing products and
arguments can achieve new relation-
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ships with customers, which lead to
long-term benefits for all sides. At the
centre of the following explanations
are the communication consistently directed at the customer, the strived-for
market partnership with the customer,
the customer’s demand for verifiable
commercial success, flexible revenue
models, and designing a future-proof
product portfolio for all media and
forms of advertising.
3.1.1 Communication directed
towards the customer
Since the beginning of time, the media
have always fought for three resources:
attention, time, and money. Attention
and also observation have always been
at the centre of advertising. The attention of the consumer is a requirement for successful advertising tactics.
Accordingly, in recent years the media
have concentrated on getting consumers to pay attention to their products
as well as to the advertising contained
within the product. Greater value is
being placed on researching customer
demands. Up to now, a comparable
amount of attention has not been bestowed on the advertising customers
of the publishing houses.
Attention to advertising will be
achieved indirectly by means of an interesting thematic environment. This
cannot be done directly. Businesses
that put all of their emphasis on paying users in exchange for viewing advertising have not been very persuasive
thus far.
People cannot be forced to pay attention as can be seen from the evolution of advertising forms used on the
Internet. To begin with, there will be
an attempt to transfer the principle
of printed advertising to the Internet.
Advertising banners should attract the

attention of the user. In the beginning,
these advertising banners were quite
static and were randomly placed. As
the interest of the user faded, more
invasive forms were selected. These
included pop-up windows, pop-under
windows, layer advertising, and many
similar forms that push in front of the
actual content of the page and have to
be painstakingly closed or blocked. The
more these forms of advertising are
used, the more annoyed users react to
them. More and more users have started to ignore advertising and decline to
participate in surveys. The advertising
success of the client is threatened.

To break through this blockade, advertisers must switch to more flexible and
dynamic forms of advertising, ranging
from image, text, and e-commerce
insertions all the way up to videos.
Many advertising banners today are
actually mini-websites where users can
participate in contests or make hotel reservations without ever leaving
the actual website. Thematically relevant advertisements are inserted into
search results, and in many cases the
same happens on websites with editorial content. Behavioural targeting and
similar techniques further improve the
relevance of advertising. Ideally, the
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goal is to offer users actual utility from
online advertising. Users should have
the impression that they are getting
added value.
Media companies have a great deal
of experience in being able to persuade readers or users of the quality
of a media product. However, this is
also a learning process. Last but not
least, the realisation is taking hold for
successful Internet products that, in
addition to the quality of the product,
the exchange with future customers
can be a deciding factor for success.
The Internet, in addition to the industry that is already using this principle
of participation for product design,
showt he way here. An example from
the automotive industry: the Fiat 500
Tupolino was designed following discussions with those interested in the
product and taking due account of
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their wishes. The same applies for
developments at Opel or Renault, for
example.
Users can also be helpful in turning
still unfinished concepts into mature
products. It has become a fad on the
Internet to launch new products as
“beta” versions. Using this principle,
providers are able to achieve high levels of identification between the user
and the product. When users experience that their own ideas are wanted
or possibly even picked up and used,
this bond is greatly strengthened. As a
rule, this type of Internet product will
never be finished; new versions will be
rapidly released, which strengthens the
impression of innovation and progress.
This is also a less familiar method of
operation for newspaper publishing
houses and presupposes a willingness
to experiment.
What gradually becomes a matter of
course for newspaper publishing houses and their handling of readers and users has no correlation on the side of the
(advertising) customer. While there are
always more product launches, usually
these follow the linear organisational
principle of newspaper production.
Metaphorically speaking, newspapers
organise performances – only one star
is on the stage, and advertisers can act
as sponsors or rent advertising space
at the venue. That is, a media house
creates attractive editorial content for
the new product and offers its customers to make reservations for advertising space.
In contrast, the CCC concept puts the
customer needs at the centre. According to the CCC concept, the publisher
would probably refrain from organising a performance after evaluating the
customer‘s wishes and instead host an
exhibition where the show is a small

element at most. Visitors can listen to
lectures or visit forums, but they can
also exchange ideas and impressions
during breaks and have conversations
with the exhibitors. They will be able to
directly answer questions about their
offers and gain new customers – the
added value for them is much greater
than obtained from simply reserving a
poster space because direct contacts
will be made. This new organisational
principle is oriented towards the interactive and communicative conventions
of the digital world.
Consumers are always evaluating the
value of media products based on their
utility. Only if a media product is able
to help serve a special purpose – be it
recreation, communication, information, saving of time, or service – will it
be taken more seriously in the future.
Clients of the newspaper publishing
houses evaluate advertising possibilities in a similarly instrumental manner.
Budget allocations will only be made
for advertising investment if it will be
profitable.
Therefore, communication geared
toward the customer means identifying the needs of the customer, communicating this willingness, and listening to feedback. Due to the feedback,
propositions that truly offer an added
value must be made.
3.1.2

Market partnership
with the customer
The media will only be successful in
marketing advertising spaces if they
develop a new understanding of their
customers. The customer‘s success
must be the focal point! More and
more media are being used sporadically by users, but also in very specific
ways. A multitude of publications has
resulted and user-oriented and user-
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generated offers have appeared in the
mass media. Online offers with corresponding search possibilities and interactive design possibilities capture an
increasingly important area of providing information. Communities emerge
in various areas that influence purchasing decisions. At the same time, the
resonance of advertising tactics is becoming more measureable, and at the
same time measurable success will be
in even greater demand.
In this new media world, customers
of newspaper media need conceptual
support. Advertising only works for a
particular market when it is adapted to
match the interests of the market participants. Therefore, it is important to
consider the new ways in which media
are used in planning advertising. Here,
the newspaper media and their sales
are able to occupy a key position.
In order to reach this position, a
market partnership must be built with
the customer. This will no longer concern highlighting the relevant differentiation criteria for each medium and
exclusively winning over the customer,
at least in part. The cross-media approach also comes up short because it
limits itself to the sale of an advertising package consisting of advertisements in several own media. When it
is in the interest of the customer, the
publisher will act as an agency and sell
also to outside media. The commercial
success of the customer becomes the
benchmark.
In an interview Mark Layer, president
of Independent Digital in Ireland, described the market as a “continuous
live conversation”. This assumption explains why it is so difficult to recognise
and differentiate what actually has value and what does not. For newspaper
media this means that they must also

rethink the advertising market just as
they have already done in editorial areas. The individual medium cannot be
regarded as being isolated.
It will depend more on incorporating
the customer’s view. This notion also
includes getting into the customer’s
shoes and understanding from their
expectations how to promotionally enter the market in order to be successful. Here, publishers need a detailed
knowledge of the market, the market
position of the customer, and all of the
media available in their area of distribution. The total promotional concept
must be developed on the basis of the
outcome of these considerations.
3.1.3 Verifiable contribution to
business success
In a world where advertising success appears to be or is actually more
measureable, publishers must deal
with customers‘ demands for success
in business. Indeed, a partnership will
only work if both sides are convinced
by it. Therefore, it is not just a case of
revamping the arguments intended to
communicate to the customer the benefits of the advertising in the publisher’s own media, but rather the supply
of genuine added value.
Customer success and a market partnership also pertain to the sellers of
newspaper media becoming the most
important contact for the customer
and being able to competently advise
them in the selection of the means
of advertising. Something that naturally remains untouched by this is that
there can be special sales activities for
special products and offers. Becoming
the customer’s advisor means defining
goals together with the customer and
recommending the best possible path
to take to reach these goals. The de-

mand for an extensive product portfolio and advising the customer should
not be misunderstood as a purely organisational concept for sales.
The offer developed for the customer includes media such as the Internet
(with all its special characteristics),
mobile, print, and possibly radio, local
television, Web-TV, billboards, cinema
advertising, or guerrilla marketing.
External media should be included as
needed. The latter also serves as a supplement to reach specific target groups
indicated by the customer or to ensure
the overall success of the advertising
activities.
In practice, such an approach often
results in a multimedia campaign, as
no single medium is capable of reaching everyone in today‘s world. In addition to increasing the number of exposures per user, which increases the
effectiveness of advertising to a certain degree, it generally makes good
sense to address additional consumers
through the addition of one or more
other forms of media. It should also be
kept in mind that advertising will have
varying effectiveness depending on
context and the time of day.
In the past, newspapers have always
been reluctant to make themselves
directly responsible for the success of
advertising in their products. This was
correct and understandable in view of
the fact that the creative design of the
advertising, on which the newspaper
generally had no influence, has a direct
influence on the advertising success. In
this respect it was also correct to not
measure certain effects of advertising
in real time. For example, how does
one measure the image building effect
of an advertisement in a printed magazine after publication when a reader
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years, two-thirds of the respondents indicated
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Figure 33: Source: IFRA Where NEWS? Report No.1, June 2006

looks at it many times over a period of
many months?
In the new advertising world, where
the newspaper acts as a partner to
the customer, it cannot distance itself
from the activities of its customer. The
newspaper cannot back the wrong
horse with regard to the customer,
and it at least must be able to explain
the consequences of hisw actions. Any
failure on the part of the customer will
ultimately fall back on the newspaper in case of doubt. If advertising in
newspaper media does not work, the
media are always to blame in the eyes
of the customer and never his own, inadequate advertising.
Newspapers must know the precise
effects of advertising much more so
than before. For example, they need
to keep in mind that various forms
of advertising have different effects printed media are excellent for communicating factual information, TV
and video can stir up emotions, interaction on the Internet or on a mobile
phone strengthens the binding effect
- the list goes on. Which medium suits
which campaign must be decided on a
case-by-case basis. The newspaper media sales team must be able to explain
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things accordingly to their customers.
The team must use market research to
know who the audiences in the various
newspaper media are and how they
react to advertising. The salesperson
must know the arguments in order to
be able to provide the customer with
support when assessing the suitability
of advertising for specific purposes.
This also directly concerns the use
of appropriate tools that can support
the publishers for these tasks. Today,
newspaper media can also help the
customer select effective advertising.
The results from the research on media
effectiveness should therefore be incorporated into the guidance provided
to the customer. Publishers can prove
that certain forms of advertising either
function or do not function. They can
even guarantee that certain forms of
advertising will function in a particular
way. With this they can offer the customer a safety net of sorts that they
will certainly be willing to pay for. Customers who have already successfully
worked with newspaper media do not
need this. For new customers, these
guarantees could provide a decive incentive to enter into a business relationship with the media house.

Then, the return on investment is
checked together. ROI does not have
to mean just sales. In some cases, for
the client it means increased brand
development, recognition, connecting
with customers, etc. The exact content of the gain must be worked out
very specifically with the client. Does it
concern the recognition of the client’s
brand? Or sales? And gaining new
customers? The goals can and must be
determined in fine detail together with
the client in addition to milestones and
sales data, how to check the success of
the advertising, and the methods for
how success will ultimately be measured. Cross-media and multimedia
campaigns could be medium of choice,
but they are not cure-alls. The recommended use of advertising carrier is
oriented towards the defined goals.
3.1.4 New and flexible
business models
The present model of the newspaper
industry was developed between the
middle and end of the 19th century.
It could be gleaned from the IFRA
Where News? - Report Number 1 from
June 2006 that the business models of
newspapers would change. The printed newspaper will continue to play
the most important role as a source of
revenue for a long time to come, but
its importance compared to other business fields will start to fade. According
to the expectations of the publishing
managers surveyed, the Internet will
move into second place on the list of
most important sources of revenue.
A decisive consideration in the evaluation of existing and future business
fields for newspapers is the fact that
in the future advertising revenues will
play the most important role for both
printed newspapers and Internet activ-
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ities. How precisely these will develop
and be accepted by the market has not
been worked out. This is exactly where
CCC applies.
CCC concentrates on new methods
of market cultivation in order to better tap the full customer potential in
the region. Segmentation and customised handling of the various customer
groups make it possible to design business connections to be more profitable. Customer Relationship Management plays an exceptionally important
role here. Only with sufficient knowledge about their clients and the business of their clients will newspaper
publishing houses be able to cope with
the challenges the future will bring.
Furthermore, in addition to market
data, new tools, particularly electronic
tools, will be needed to be able to fulfil
demands.
Alongside this, it will be necessary
to test new and unfamiliar models and
foster innovations. Many ideas will
fail when implemented. The following statement should be considered in
this respect: “Failure is good as long
as it does not become a habit”, says
Disney’s CEO Michael Eisner. Someone
who makes no mistakes cannot learn
from them. The newspaper publishing
houses must also be willing to experiment and at the same time find ways
to limit risk. Falling into the water does
not necessarily mean that one has to
drown.
The American Press Institute (API)
has built its own project around the
topic of innovation for newspaper
publishing houses. The first “NewspaperNext” Report “Blueprint for Transformation” appeared in autumn 2006,
and the second report was introduced
to the public in mid-February 2008.
This project contains valuable pointers

on how newspaper publishing houses
can successfully go through the transformation process to become innovation-friendly businesses. (Examples for
innovations in newspaper media are,
for example, the “Scripps Innovation
Fund” in the USA.)
For a start, innovative ideas for advertising sales are of great significance
for CCC. Here, it is necessary to learn
from other media and create new and
meaningful products. An example of
frequency-related products: no radio
station would attempt to sell a customer just one radio spot. First, (regular) repetition makes an impression.
Respectively, is it worthwhile to sell individual newspaper advertisements or
online banners?
Example of demand-dependent pricing (primetime model): why should
advertising spots at peak times not be
more expensive than in weaker segments? Why should unsold advertising
opportunities not be able to be offered
at a discounted rate?
Alongside the television formats, the
airline pricing models could also become a prototype. Unsold seats on a
flight or nights in a hotel are always
a losing deal – greater utilised capacity at marginal costs can increase total profitability. Online auctions or
customer offers for advertising spaces
have already tied into this today.
Industry-sector-specific pricing is
also a topic to which the newspaper
publishing houses must devote a great
deal of attention for all of their products. What sales volume is achieved
with which customers and which products? What effects do small changes in
price or volume have on returns? In the
area of printed materials, some publishing houses have already explored
new frontiers and developed further.

These experiences may be transferred
to all newspaper media.
3.1.5 New media products
During this period of transition, the
newspapers must work on expanding their product portfolios. It can no
longer be a case of having a single
core product. Instead, the newspaper
houses must generate various media
that represent the core medium for
special target groups. In addition, local reach must be maintained and built
upon. As a rule of thumb, it can generally be said that the larger the absolute
number of users and the larger the
proportion of users reached in parallel
by various media, the greater the advertising pressure and the greater the
gains for the customer.
Expanding the total reach using various media products (audience aggregation) will become one of the most
important future tasks of the media
houses. It is important to reach the
people in the distribution area irrespective of the media they prefer and of
the time in which they use these media. Studies have shown that in Germany the Internet coverage of many
media brands is wider than that of the
print product. It is important that the
newspaper media succeed in developing products that reach various people.
Otherwise, advertising pressure will increase in campaigns because the people will see the advertising message in
many media, but not the net reach,
i.e. the number of people who were
reached at least once by an advertising
message.
The Newspaper Association of America (NAA) supports its own website
with a number of freely accessible materials in order to promote the strategy
of expanding reach (http://www.grow39
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ingaudience.com). In addition, the association conducts generic marketing
and created a new study series with
the market research company Scarborough Research to measure the total
reach of newspapers and their Internet
offers in 50 markets in the U.S.A. The
first results, for which purpose data for
the period between August 2006 and
March 2007 were analysed, were published at the end of 2007.
A growing number of US newspapers are creating special job positions
to expand reach in their circulation
areas. For Mary Lou Fulton, who just
took up the position of Vice President
of Audience Development at The Bakersfield Californian, the scope of her
duties concerns two tightly interlocking goals: developing new ideas to
increase the market share of newspaper media in the distribution area, and
finding new sources of revenue.
Therefore, audience aggregation is a
very important strategy because people use various media at various times

in the buying process. For buying a
car, there are multiple pre-purchase
phases that can be identified. First of
all, a person has to determine the right
car for his own needs, and then the
suitable equipment will be researched.
The final step only concerns the price
and the location of the purchase. Advertisements in consumer and trade
magazines, television spots, literature,
classified directories, the Internet and
local newspapers are all used at various points in time for these various
purposes.
Advertising revenues can only be
produced if media houses are able to
offer consumers a credible and goaldirected product portfolio as they do
for clients. Today, a core product can
no longer fulfil all requirements. Aside
from their places of residence, people
differ with regard to they stage of life
they are currently in and their lifestyles.
These differences also determine the
preferred media as well as products
and services.

Media usage for purchasing decisions
Example: Buying a car in the U.S.A.

Needs

Features

Price

Newspaper ad (local)
Computer (Internet)
Car magazine
Brochure
TV spot
Car article (all sources)
Magazine ad
Ad in specialised magazine

6 months 5 months 4 months 3 months 2 months 1 month

2 weeks

Time before purchasing decision
Figure 34: Media usage for purchasing decisions. Source: CNW Marketing Research
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The most important distinguishing
features include, for example, age,
the presence or lack of children in the
home, and income. Families with small
children have other needs than those
with school-age children or families
in which the children have already
left home. Single pensioners and employed people have different interests
from couples or young single people.
When newspapers analyse the population in their distribution area on the
basis of such criteria, they are able to
draw conclusions about the needs of
various population segments with the
help of market research data. They can
then check whether they have products in their offering to meet the particular needs of all, or at least the most
interesting, groups. At the same time,
it is also worth checking which groups
the business world would like to reach
in the region, and with which products using which media they can reach
their desired audience. This can lead to
the creation of very specialised nicheproducts that do not have to cater for
completely local audiences. Keyword:
verticalisation. The Newspaper Association of American published very interesting studies in this area within the
framework of their Growing Audience
Initiative.
Depending on the leeway permitted by the national legislatures, media houses can try to be present in
as many media channels as possible,
which could include the following:
national, regional, and special interest
newspapers; local newspapers; advertising papers; official registers; magazines and journals; Internet offers for
broad and narrow target groups and
communities; radio; TV; Web-TV; mobile content; books; films; additional
products…
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As the example of the Spanish media
house El Mundo impressively shows, it
is much more promising to approach
users over the most diverse media
channels and not have any worries
about cannibalisation. El Mundo offers
the most diverse possibilities for new
technology and products in a competitive environment. This strategy increases the chances of contact. Users can
decide for themselves which content
they prefer to use over which channel.
It is important in this case not to appear too defensive. If too much attention is paid to not creating competition
for their own products – something
that the German newspaper publishers still do quite intensely – then opportunities for growth will be missed
out on. It makes more sense to offer
more products with intersecting target
groups that will create competition.
Competition stimulates the business.
This is the only way of utilising market
potential.
Naturally, it is impossible to cover
all target groups in a distribution area
equally well. Therefore, the most important customer segments must be
identified whose needs are least met at
that point in time. Furthermore, there
is also the question of which means of
communication can be used to reach
these customers.
The specific decision is reached by
means of the attractiveness of the
identified target group, their position
in competition, and the possibility of
using the means of communication.
Naturally, the most interesting segments are those that have the highest earnings potential, promise good
growth, and where the publisher has
not been so well represented up to
now.

Product portfolio
Defensive strategy

Ambitious strategy

With a defensive strategy, a publishing house can cover only a part of the market.
An ambitious product strategy, where media products can mutually compete, will
achieve a better market coverage and overall reach.
Figure 35: Defensive and ambitious product portfolio

3.1.6 New advertising products
That which is generally true for the
product offer, is particularly true for
advertising. The publishing house must
be able to make a suitable proposal for
a solution with the various needs of
the advertising customer in mind. A
decisive factor for the expansion of the
business is accessing new customer
groups and maintaining the existing
ones. For this, the newspaper media
must offer means to make it easier for
their advertising clients to approach
consumers. This must be done in a
cost-effective manner since the price
pressure has experienced huge increases due to new digital advertisements from the competition. Though
this could appear to be an isolated
case, it also depends on the industry.
The personnel manager for a mediumsized business has completely different
requirements for an ideal advertising
product compared to a car dealer, a

hairdresser, or the branch stores of a
major supermarket chain.
With the help of psychological experiments, advertising impact research
has tried to find out for a long time
exactly how advertising affects people.
New studies reflect not just the type of
advertising (accentuating information
or emotional, positive or negative…),
but also the advertising environment.
Newspapers can prove their value in
various areas. The various media that
could be offered within the framework
of a broader product portfolio offer
many possibilities.
It is generally important not to walk
into the trap of over-organisation. Not
all of the synergies conceivable on paper are also conceivable in practice.
This is especially true for cross-media
offers. It could definitely make sense to
play a customer‘s campaign over multiple channels if it results in the customer achieving their campaign goals.
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If this can also be achieved through a
single medium, or if the customer insists on booking an individual medium,
then this should be made possible if
the envisaged success could occur.
Standards that are too strict could
cause short-term damage to the business. It is important to keep the entire
advertising market within view, not just
the clearly well-known subareas. The
customer should always be advised according to one’s own knowledge. This
is the only way long-term success –
also through trust – is possible
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4

Tools in the CCC concept

Tools support the organisation, the
product development and design, and
the selling process of newspaper media. Various tools (planning, segmenting, booking, controlling) are needed
at various phases of addressing the
customer. At the centre of defining
these tools is the question of which information is necessary and useful for
addressing the customer and customer
acquisition.
The electronic tools should merge
information from the various areas –
particularly customers, consumers, and
media. The tools should draw on existing systems and solutions that could
also be redeveloped if necessary. They
must be equipped with interfaces to
integrate existing internal and/or external data.
Newspaper publishing houses will
only master the challenges of the future when they professionalise sales in
proportion to the rising requirements.
An important aspect here is the use
of appropriate tools that support the
publisher in these tasks. Tools in the
CCC concept could be strategic concepts that are adapted for the respective publisher, or also electronic tools.
The multifaceted data that the publisher will have to deal with in the future
necessitate the use of appropriate tools
in every case. Special electronic tools
are adapted to make huge amounts of
data manageable and draw sensible
conclusions from them. Using these
tools, publishing houses can increase
customer satisfaction, lower costs, and
access new client groups. Investment
in these respective tools is necessary in
order to survive in the media market of
the future.
A recommendation as to how the
individual tools should be technically
implemented still needs to be stud-

ied and developed. For example, this
could be based on current software
from external providers. Perhaps it will
lend itself to completely new programming. It can sometimes lend itself to
data integration with current systems.
In other cases, the associated expense
will not stand up to a cost-usage calculation, and outsourcing makes more
sense. One publishing house alone will
not be able to offer a standard solution. Here, organisations and unions or
associations are called upon. But even
if the corresponding electronic tools
exist, they must be made ready for use
by the publishing house. Each publishing house has to bear the expense for
this.
The starting position in each media house is different, as are the implementation possibilities and budget
planning. In each case, the share of
the budget allocated to market research has to be adjusted to the actual
requirements. For example, surveys of
their own customers with regard to
satisfaction with the provided services
and products are realisable with relatively little expenditure. They can provide valuable conclusions about how
the existing product portfolio and the
utilised tools can be improved upon
and complemented.
4.1.1 Existing comprehensive
media planning systems
The dream of any media planner is to
have all media, all numbers, and all
target groups at a glance. The present
problem with the established systems
and the systems optimised for specific
requirements of the various media is
that predictions only apply to one medium - two at the most. Given that the
standards are becoming more complex and given the more frequently

required multimedia campaigns, there
are also approaches that combine information from various studies. The
organisation carrying out the survey
then makes available the thus-compiled database in digital form. Various
software manufacturers have provided
programs for evaluation. CCC recommends checking the various tools for
use in the newspaper publishing house
for utility. Market researchers in many
European countries are facing the
mammoth task of extracting comparable planning data for target groups
and media usage behaviours for the
various media. Many improved databases are expected to become available here in the coming years.
4.1.1.1 Germany: ma Intermedia
of AG.MA
In Germany, the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Media-Analyse e.V. (AG.MA) (Consortium for Media Analysis) provides the
ma Intermedia which permits the comparison of individual advertising carriers from various media genres, though
up to now only for the press media (including cinemas), radio broadcasting,
and television. The media are listed in
this data stock with their advertising
medium contact prospects and, for the
first time in ma 2007, also with their
advertising copy contact prospects.
As it became known in November
2007, the online reach of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Online-Forschung
(AGOF) (Study Group Online Research)
should obtain the AG.MA seal of approval. A graduated scheme is being
worked on here. First, it must be clarified how the methods of collecting in
the online reach study must look if
they earned the AG.MA stamp of approval. The participants want to give
the response to this highly important
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question in another year’s time. In conclusion, the MA Online, which it will
then be called, will be commissioned.
Ideally, it could appear in early 2009.
4.1.1.2 Switzerland: MA strategy
of the WEMF
In Switzerland the WEMF (http://www.
wemf.ch) prepares the inter-media
study MA Strategy (current version:
November 2007). It makes it possible
to compare among media groups and
individual media in the areas of print,
television, radio, cinemas and the Internet. This study allows for planning
media combinations, and this is not
just for target groups that are purely
defined by socio-graphic characteristics, but also for consumer interests.
The study together with evaluation
possibilities is available as an online
version or in PC edition.
4.1.1.3 UK: Touch-Points-Initiative
of the IPA
The IPA-Touch-Points-Initiative exists
for the British advertising market. The
IPA (Institute of Practitioners in Advertising) is an association that represents
around 85 percent of all advertising
expenditure in Great Britain. On the
initiative of a work group, work on a
tool for planning and controlling mixed
media campaigns was started in 2003.
The IPA conducted a consumer-based
basic study on it in 2005 that, on the
one hand, provided own findings, but
also offered interfaces for genre-specific studies. It was introduced to the
public in 2006.
The special aspect of the Touchpoint
study is that the interviewees kept an
electronic diary for an entire week in
which they had to enter in half-hour
increments what they were doing at
that moment, who they were with,
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and which media they were using. Participants received a PDA that reminded
them to make entries. At the beginning, each interviewee had to fill out
an additional comprehensive survey in
which they were surveyed about usage
and attitudes toward various media
such as television, radio, print, placards, cinemas, online, SMS, sponsoring, and direct marketing. In the first
Touchpoint basic study, 5000 individuals were surveyed.
In the second evaluation step of the
Touchpoint initiative, the existing media currencies and studies will be integrated into the basic study in order to
build a multimedia planning system on
the basis of likelihood of use. The data
integration reflects the socio-demographic factors as well as media usage.
Finally, a planning tool was created
covering nine media genres together
with target group information for consumer behaviour.
These planning tools make it possible
to include additional own data stock
and in many case to assess media currencies as well. As every experienced
media planner knows, the individual
media currencies measure with varying degrees of strength. The planning
must be able to be varied according to
the communication goal and the type
of the advertising message.
4.1.2 Planning tools for
particular products
Advertising customers require increasingly solid media and effectiveness
data. Media houses must be able to
deliver these for all of their available
media. Among the essential basic data
are demographic information, income
and marital status, lifestyle, and media
usage. National data that are obtainable must be broken down into the

publisher’s own area of distribution,
and missing regional data must be obtained or collected. For advertisers it
is of great interest to find out which
product categories people in their
catchment areas are enquiring about
and what are the observation values
for advertisements, advertising spots,
etc. If continuously updated data are
available from third parties, their regular acquisition should be considered.
The market research planning tool
must be capable of accounting for target groups within the distribution area
and conveying the impression to advertising clients how great the chances
of exposure are for the desired target
groups. It should also be clear which
media reach target groups the most, or
which ad placement produces the best
price-performance ratio.
Data with detailed information on
household size, incomes, etc. are
available in digital form from the corresponding market research companies. A number of publishers have
already collected the relevant data
themselves. Basic data can often be
obtained from the Chamber of Industry and Commerce and/or the statistical regional authorities.
The market research tool must also
be able to integrate data from existing external market studies and adapt
them for the particular distribution
area. In addition, the current performance data of a particular product should
always be integrated in its most up-todate form. It is best if this can be done
through an automatic connection.
Ideally, such a marketing tool would
display the performance data for all
newspaper media. However, the cost
for this should be checked very carefully. In the event that there are different sales teams for various media,
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then a complete integration in the first
step is not necessary under these circumstances. It is better to be able to
process the market with reliable information and functioning tools than to
want to immediately offer the perfect
total solution for all media.
4.1.3 Segmentation tools for
customers and sales
forecasting
Not all customers have the same value
for a business – the same is true for
media houses. It is valid to segment
the existing and potential advertising customers according to their significance for the newspaper house and
gear towards supporting them. For existing customers in the print area, this
is already the custom in many houses.
This still has to be introduced to the
collective newspaper media. The emphasis in this case is to be placed on
the segment “potential advertising
customers”. Many newspaper houses
grossly overestimate the proportion
of advertising enterprises that rank
among their customers. The price
structure and design of the booking
units exclude sections of advertisers.
First, the existing customer groups in
the region need to be identified. These
classifications are important for the
later organisation of the sale. Differentiating criteria here are the size of the
customer and the key market (global,
national, regional, local). Another important criterion is the industry (consumer goods industry, trading, brands,
service providers, classifieds clients)
and the advertising budget. Here priorities are set according to individual
conditions in the circulation area and
the goals of the publishing house.

The measurand for segmenting is
above all the actual and possible sales
per customer. The corrective is the
investment for the sales. With these
measurands, it is possible to identify
the most profitable customers who
may be, but do not have to be, the
biggest ones. With support from this
tool, sales activities can be planned for
the various customer groups and goals
set for the desired result. Reaching the
goal can be easily checked.
The segmenting tool must be able to
create sales forecasts for various scenarios and monitor compliance of key
data, and even send warning messages
if specific milestones are not reached.
Likewise, the effects of discounts or a
volume increase for differently priced
advertising segments can be calculated. If, for example, the volume of
a high-priced job advertisement is increased in a daily newspaper, it has
more positive effects on the overall
result than if very low-cost private personal ads filled the columns.
This type of forecasting tool should
also be able to reflect the available inventory. Not only is advertising space
limited due to printing capacities in a
newspaper. Also, the numbers of visitors to online offerings cannot be increased at will. Attractive advertising
spaces on the homepage are often very
limited in the successful online offers.
Their availability must be evaluated,
also taking into consideration the expected fluctuations in visitor numbers
that, in the case of online offers tend,
to be time-dependent.
A segmenting tool – not necessarily
the same one – must be able to handle
the economic data of the distribution
area and identify neglected customer
groups. Which advertising revenues
currently by-pass the newspaper me-

dia? These evaluations serve, among
other things, as a basis for getting
business from new customers. Various
companies offer databases for joint
use – media houses can qualify their
own customer data and purchase additional data sets.
Segmentation tools can also be helpful when calculating the chances for
success and the necessary investment
for new products. What potential advertising spending is there for special
topic areas or industries in the region?
What would it cost for the publishing
house to develop it? How many salespeople do I need for which sale? Which
product form – print, online, mobile,
video, TV, or radio – has the greatest
chance for success in the targeted user
and interest groups?
4.1.4 Tools for surveillance of
the competition
Daily contact with a comparatively
loyal group of clients can cloud the
awareness that shares of the market
are lost. In this respect, media houses
need tools that make it easier for them
to observe competitors, that is to say
which provide support for investigation of their own real position in the
market.
Market research companies are also
useful in this context, as they, for example, observe and analyse advertising
placement of businesses in various media. Customers of these companies can
register to use the tools and then have
access to data, which often includes
sales estimates for ad placements along
with the direct telephone number of
the advertiser for following up.
In Germany, for example, there are
corresponding offers for various classified markets (print and online). The
internationally operating online market
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research companies have not generally
been able to deliver detailed regional
evaluations so far. Here, the newspaper must install their own information
routines as needed.
4.1.5 Tools for sales support
Electronic tools can provide a great
deal of support in an individual salesperson’s work. One example is in the
creation of sales presentations. Instead
of the laborious manual task of creating new PowerPoint presentations
from old ones and updating outdated
data, a tool can be used to take over
this job. It accesses a database with
current performance figures of the media house and creates this part of the
presentation automatically. The salesperson can then change the overall appearance with templates – a furniture
store needs to be portrayed differently
from a real estate agent, for example.
This type of tool can also create industry- or customer-specific presentations
in which general industry data (average advertising expenditures of a car
dealer, average holding time of a used
car up to the time of sale) are accessed
and linked with the advertising history
of the customer. The time savings with
a correctly installed system of this type
are enormous. The satisfaction of sales
personnel and the customer could also
rise due to the increased professionalism of the presentation.
In regional areas the employees
of the newspaper publishing house
should be the first contact point for
the customer – this can also mean assisting the customer in designing effective means of advertising. Here,
an analysis of the customer’s advertising history can render a good service.
Where has advertising been placed up
to now? With what positioning? At
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what times? Does this advertising behaviour match the goals of this particular customer? How does the approach
compare to the industry average? With
what means could the customer possibly achieve even better results?
Tools can also be used that check
planned means of advertising for
certain criteria and give an estimate
of their effectiveness based on the
results.
An example for this would be the
Internet panel for evaluating printed
advertising, which was first introduced
in Scandinavia a few years ago and
subsequently in other industrial countries. In these cases a newspaper advertisement that has been planned or
has already run is sent to the members
recruited for an online panel specialising in print products. The members
have already announced participation
in the evaluation of the advertisement
and agree on a prompt evaluation.
They are informed of the arrival of a
new advertisement to evaluate via email or SMS.
This procedure can be offered to the
customer as a preliminary test for the
expected performance of their means
of advertising and used as a selection
tool for more accepted advertising or as
a part of the controlling and reporting
process that will increasingly become
standard in the media world of the
future. In view of the current Internet
bandwidths, there are no valid arguments against offering corresponding
tests for advertising on radio, television, and Web-video.
The Internet panel for printed advertising has significant time benefits
compared to the other methods of collecting data. But an evaluation in real
time, like that possible for online advertising, is still miles away.

In fact, there are systems today that
inform online advertising customers almost instantly about the acceptance of
the used means of advertising. Within
the framework of an online-display
advertising campaign that can be
tested in live operation on a website
to determine which means of advertising has the greatest attention values
or achieves the best click rates. For
e-commerce providers it can also be
monitored which of the set-up “landing pages”, or Internet sites that a user
sees after clicking on an advertisement,
have the highest rate of contacts leading to sales. The campaign can therefore be optimised during its duration.
In the meantime, Internet companies
have come into existence that specifically offer these optimisations as their
service.
4.1.6 Reservation tools
Every media house needs at least two
different reservation tools: one simple
online reservation system that allows
private and business clients to book
advertisements for various newspaper
media 24 hours a day, 7 days a week;
and a reservation tool for selling more
complex and specialised placements.
The self-reservation systems are an
absolute must for customers today.
Such a system must be logical and easy
to operate. A selection of convenient
payment options is also needed, and
the customer should be updated on
the status of his reservation request.
Experiences from e-commerce show
that usability and similar information
routines have a huge influence on
break-off rates. Every customer who
breaks-off a reservation request means
a lost sale. Publishing houses that have
similar systems for classified markets,
personal columns, or the like should
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carefully monitor these factors and
have utilisation optimised by a usability expert.
A semi-automatic reservation tool
for low-priced video or TV advertising
spots would be particularly interesting
in one’s own distribution areas. Perhaps such a tool could be developed
jointly with other publishing houses. It
could also provide a solution for community organisations or associations.
Just as many strict requirements are
needed for a reservation tool for own
sales as for a self-reservation tool. Simple and dependable operability are the
prerequisites for it being acceptable
for use with sales. The tool must be
able to be used on the go by the sales
force and be able to show previews,
positioning and confirmed placement.
It could be possible to offer reachdependent price models with such a
tool for the printed newspaper and for
other media. Based on the estimated
print run sold (based on earlier sales),
different prices could be offered for
different days as well as different prices
for positioning in various parts of the
newspaper that, based on experience,
are read by different customer groups.
Thus new forms of marketing could be
found based on the price model for
“categories” and other “composites”.
In addition, it should be possible to
use a reservation tool to book external media. Thus, the newspaper could
take over the placement of search term
advertisements for a customer or commission a service provider to perform
this task.
Moreover, unsold advertising place
could be transferred to online auction
platforms (e.g. Google Print Ads).

4.1.7 Controlling tools
In CCC, controlling tools serve to check
the use of means of advertising. They
allow for regulation and also fine regulation of the campaign and ultimately
control of the ROI.
Advertising customers must be informed about the use of their advertising materials and the achieved contacts – in a digital media house, the
support for this task is taken over by
a controlling tool. Corresponding reports are created for each medium,
including cross-media campaigns and
events organised by media houses. A
customer advisor provides the customers with input about the utilised means
of advertising, the achieved contacts
and all statistical information that can
be produced for the media genres concerned, such as, for example, placement plans with reach specifications
for TV and radio.
With the assumption of a corresponding price model, one of the underlying guaranteed cost per thousand
advertising prices could also be allocated for printed newspapers (analogous to TV sales) through current sales
numbers for the version in which the
advertisement appeared. In the event
the promised coverage is not achieved,
compensation measures could be
applied.
Example of specimen copies of a
daily newspaper: Up to now, a printed
newspaper copy had to be sent for
every advertising order. Future tools
will be designed such that they will be
accepted as evidence for the correct
placement and layout (including colour
quality). Koopjeskrant, the leading free
advertising newspaper in Belgium with
7 printed editions, two websites, and
three digital magazines convinced half
of its advertising customers to accept a

digital magazine instead of the printed
specimen copy. The savings in postage
costs: 30,000 euros.
The possibility to optimise online campaigns while they are still in
progress has already been addressed
as a special feature. The measurability
and reporting possibilities of this medium are already very detailed today and
must be included in the reports made
available to customers.
4.1.8 Accounting tools
Invoicing, incoming payment monitoring and issuing of reminders can all
be automated with the use of digital
tools and linked to the delivery of the
specimen copy and so on. Examples
from the e-commerce area show that
there are major possibilities for savings
and increasing customer satisfaction.
Software manufacturers have already
implemented various solutions for the
newspaper industry such as, for example, digital delivery of receipts and
bills.
4.1.9 Future prospects
Every publishing house must be able to
integrate the various tools into its existing workflow. To what extent this is
possible depends heavily on the state
of objectivity in their processes and
also on the respective conditions on
site. The precise requirements for organisational, product, and selling tools
as well as the possibilities surrounding
their implementation and use will be
published in a special IFRA Report at a
later date.
4.2

Transformation of the
publisher
The pressure to change in the digital
world runs up against the traditional
structures of the publishing houses.
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Moreover, structurally determined
cost pressure results – changes must
take place under tighter conditions.
However, the prospects for success are
good. If the publishing houses succeed
in becoming central in the customer‘s
field of vision again and approaching customers in their distribution
area, then they have real chances for
growth.
It is important to take an proactive
approach in developing new business
segments and defending the existing
ones. The goal is to develop a product
portfolio that aims to serve the entire
market in the distribution area. Attractive offers should be made to existing customers to more firmly bond
with them and create more sales for
the newspaper media. New customers
must be persuaded by new offers.
Several large groups have recognised
in the meantime that the implementation of new business models is only
possible after utilising new technologies. Advances in technology can mean
significant competitive advantages for

Competencies

Modern sales structure

media companies. Only through the
utilisation of new technologies can
content be processed for the various
media channels without major additional cost. It will also be necessary to
use new technologies to better serve
the needs of advertising customers,
which is already the case today.
These changes concern the strategic
orientation of the publishing house and
consequently the structure of sales.
The following paragraphs concern the
implementation and targeted business
development. Which customers do the
publishing houses have today? Which
ones will they need tomorrow? And,
how can they develop and change the
structure the way they want? The next
section is devoted to sales.
4.2.1 Forms of selling
Traditionally, advertising sales in newspapers have been divided into private
and business customers. In the majority
of regional and local newspaper publishing houses there is an own selling
service that focuses either on the dif-
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Selling tools

Change of process/organisation
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of indiv. seller

CRM
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Figure 36: Factors of success with the local customer.
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ferent branches of industry (according
to category), regional and local factors,
or thematically. The advertising sales
people must always make a certain
minimum volume in turnover so that
they can justify their existence to the
publishing houses. In addition, in every
large publishing house there is an advertising office for private and business customers, e.g. this is the place
where advertisements are received by
telephone and digitally processed. In
many publishing houses this task is
outsourced to an external call centre.
At the 17th international conference
of the World Association of Newspapers (WAN) in February 2007 in Zurich, the question was asked whether
advertising sales over the Internet can
take the place of telephone sales. It
was also asked whether the traditional
model for sales - via a sales representative and telephone - was still of significance and what changes would be
needed in the future. Does collaboration with the search engine operator
represent a realistic long-term possibility? Which possibilities arise from marketing and the customer contact relationship from the new product offers
of the publishing houses?
As expected, these questions could
be answered with clear instructions
for the regional newspaper publishing
house. Instead, the immense spectrum
of options that have grown with new
technologies was highlighted. The
conclusion was that modern publishing houses can profit from the sale of
multimedia advertisements. The view
was as before directed more towards
the newspaper publishing houses and
less towards their customers.
Growing numbers of publishing
houses are offering the possibility of
submitting advertisements completely
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digitally over the Internet. With these
self-reservation systems, advertisements can be placed by the customers
themselves in the corresponding newspaper edition or online offer. In an ideal case, the entire procedure is automated as far as possible. The customer
can place advertisements starting with
continuous text advertisements for
simple display advertisements all the
way up to dossiers with images and
multimedia elements on the Internet,
send them off, place them, and then
automatically receive the invoice.
Similar to e-commerce systems, the
customer is generally kept up-to-date
regarding the processing status of the
order via e-mail.
Then there are agency sales. Here,
general agents are employed by some
publishing houses to go after special
customers in a specific area (inside or
the daily newspaper), or also have a
total representation claim in this area.
Whereas previously the majority of sales were realised via personal
and direct contacts of the publishing
house with the customers, new logistical possibilities have made new forms
more popular. Electronic transmission
via the Internet in particular has led
to a new form of direct relationship
between the customer and the publishing house. A consequence of the
depersonalisation of the transaction
has, on the one hand, facilitated the
rationalisation and industrialisation of
the total process. On the other hand,
customer contact has become looser
and requires new forms of support and
engagement.

4.2.2 Which customer with what
sales volumes does the
publisher of the future
need?
In the past, the regional newspaper
publishing houses gave relatively little
thought to which customers they had
to acquire because they were needed
for their business. In order to be able
to survive economically, they have to
start rethinking. They need a mixture
of customers that enrich their products – advertisements are also reading
material. The newspaper media must
offer this reading material to their
users in addition to editorial content in
order to remain attractive as a medium
overall.
Newspapers were able to rely on their
proven business model for a long time.
Local business customers and private
advertisers turned to the newspapers
on their own initiative to post their
advertisements as they have done for
over a hundred years. In the last thirty
years, newspapers have come to understand how to make a broad readership
accessible through this combination
of offers and coherent presentation.
Through combination offers with other
newspapers as well as freesheets, the
newspapers have increased their reach
and enabled close to 100 percent coverage of households.
Over the past few decades, customers have indeed increasingly switched
over to producing their own information, printing it, and distributing it to
households in addition to using alternative advertising possibilities. In the
last few years, direct mailings and distribution of brochures (e.g. through the
post) in particular have become direct
competition for the inserts in newspapers. The competition war has intensified additionally among the advertising

customers due to the emergence of
new positioning possibilities on the Internet. Here, search term marketing is
especially worth mentioning as a new
form of advertising that the newspapers have not opposed up to now.
First of all, newspaper publishing
houses need to get to know better the
economic structure in the region and
their own customers and draw strategic conclusions. Which customers
place advertising in the regional daily
newspaper and/or advertise in the
other newspaper media? What is the
standing of these groups in the economic structure of the region? Which
customers are needed in the future to
maintain the economic viability and
autonomy of the newspaper publishing houses? Part of this data is generally available in the publishing house,
and the rest can be easily obtained.
Industries such as the telecommunication businesses, financial services
providers, and food producers are all
very active in advertising. However,
many industries, like those shaped by
small and medium-sized businesses,
are underrepresented.
This is an obvious gap that can be
filled by the newspapers.
4.2.2.1 Major clients
Large, stock quoted businesses hardly
ever place advertising in regional daily
newspapers. If they indeed do, these
large companies place image advertisements, and these will be publicised
in national campaigns in national daily
newspapers. The people responsible
for the marketing and advertisement
placement for these large customers
are the big media agencies that in their
position strongly orient themselves toward reachability, price, campaign success, and waste coverage.
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Large customers generally only place
advertisements in the regional daily
newspapers if they can establish a
regional relationship using trade or
services. Thus, it goes without saying the car manufacturers and their
networks of dealers are an important
component of advertising in regional
daily newspapers. The same could be
said for chain stores that advertise
specific offers or services on location
using their affiliate and franchise systems. Getting these advertisements is
of great importance to regional daily
newspapers. Generally, they account
for a considerable proportion of local
business advertising and will therefore
be important for the total revenue of
the regional daily newspaper media in
the future. However, the newspapers
must use persuasive concepts to oppose the major trend in these customer
groups towards the direct distribution
of brochures.
4.2.2.2 Small and medium-sized
business customers
The greatest potential for local
business advertising is with the small
and medium-sized business customers. Some examples include furniture
stores, shopping centres in the large
cities or metropolitan areas with their
variety of stores, retail chains with local positioning (so long as they are
responsible for their own advertising budgets), local retail stores, small
trades, and all consultants and service
providers, especially financial service
providers and insurance companies.
These business clients live and work
in the region and provide important
content for regional newspaper media
with their information and offers. The
quality of these insertions also deter50

mines whether and how newspaper
media can reflect a realistic and good
image of the regional business world
and the world of experiences. What
many newsrooms at regional and local
daily newspapers in Germany first had
to learn, as some still do, is to correctly
evaluate the significance of the advertisement as reading material. They are
important content for the local newspapers. For example, the most read
section of a regional daily newspaper is
not the editorial article, but the classified ads, especially the obituaries. The
fact that in the meantime, even in this
area, television and Internet ads are
seeking customers clearly shows how
tough the competition will become
for small and medium-sized business
clients in these business fields that
seem closed to the electronic media.
4.2.2.3 Private customers
Classified ads from private customers are very important reading material in the regional newspapers, and
rightly so. They are very important as
an environment for the commercial
advertisements. Businesses and retailers will gladly place advertisements in
an environment of classified ads. This
is how the entire classified market was
created and grew to such a considerable size. For example, the entire automotive market relies on having an
ample number of comparable vehicles
for purchasing and selling used cars.
Only where a sufficient volume of
classified advertisements is available
can a satisfactory market be built-up
and position itself in the medium. The
newspaper publishing houses have already had to learn that in the automotive market and increasingly so in the
real estate market. Here, electronic
offers such as portal solutions posi-

tioned on the Internet by competitors
have taken extensive market shares
from them. In some regions there is
barely an automotive market in the
regional daily newspaper anymore. In
other regions the newspaper publishing houses have developed counter
strategies also through combinations
of print and Internet advertisements.
They have lost out in all areas through
the new offers. Only when they start
bundling their offers in major portals
can the further decline of the private
classified advertisement be slowed.
The regional daily newspapers need
contact with the reader and customer
in addition to the insertions from private customers to maintain a proper
advertising environment. It is difficult
to imagine a local newspaper without
an adequate number of offers from
private customers.
4.2.3 The publisher as an agency
Only economically successful advertising customers can secure both the
present and the future for media houses. In this respect, it goes without saying that the publishing houses must
take on the perspectives of the customers and think about their success.
Rarely will a media house just stumble
upon a “customer” – the industries,
company parameters and needs of the
advertising businesses in a distribution
area are just too different.
In order to develop concepts for selling media products, the media houses
must get to know their current and
potential customers. It is important to
distinguish between customers operating on a national level - often the same
group that collaborates with communication agencies – and customers in the
area of distribution that can be directly
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served by the sales departments of the
newspaper publishing houses.
Newspaper media concepts must be
developed for all customer groups to
support them in planning and reserving space. The actual procedure will be
different for national customers and
local customers. Local businesses are
able to learn a few things from the media agencies, especially when it comes
to handling market research data.
For all customer groups it is a case
of searching for a way of saving the
customer time and money and making
it possible to optimise the use of media
services. Using strategic and electronic
tools could make work easier for all
parties concerned in this respect.
4.2.3.1 Nationally operating
businesses / agency
customers
Only a small portion of advertising sales
of an average newspaper publishing
house has come to date from national
advertising customers. These customers cannot be reached by a newspaper
publishing house alone. Organisations
are often called in that serve as the interface between the individual media
house and the producer of branded
goods as well as the national customer. They offer comprehensive information and reservation services as well as
support for their customers/members
through market research.
Naturally, there are also associations
and organisations that promote the
knowledge of advertising effectiveness
for the various media through generic
marketing. They all provide important
education and use case studies to
show the way to success. These organisations also maintain contact between
the media agencies and the individual
media genres.

Newspaper publishing houses should
not only be informed about these initiatives, but also be able to prepare
available data and actively participate.
Sitting in the chair of the national
customer represented by communication and media agencies means at
least thinking about how the advertisements prepared by the newspaper
media can be planned and booked as
simply and effectively as possible. This
is true for all possible forms of advertising – print, online, radio, inserts, direct mailing...
Media agencies need clear facts and
verifiable figures for their work. In a
customer presentation in which a prize
of a million euros is at stake, there is no
room for presumptions. Which agency
ultimately implements which tools on
which database to provide the best
combination of media depends on the
structure of the customer, the size of
the budget, and the target group. The
very large media agencies work with
customised software tailored to fit
their own needs. Many media agencies

Customers

Via Agencies

are also specialised for special customers like those, for example, from the
pharmaceutical, consumer products,
or capital goods industries.
4.2.3.2 Direct customers
There is always the attempt with some
national commercial industries to cut
out the agencies as the go-between
between them and the media and
book advertising directly. The publishing house of the future needs to
make offers for these groups. In addition, there are large groups of small
and medium-sized businesses that feel
overwhelmed by the number of advertising possibilities. This opens up
the opportunity to revive the agency
model. The biggest challenge here is
to develop systems and models that
remain affordable for customer groups
that are not as financially strong but
nevertheless produce enough margins
and volume to be interesting as a business field.
Generally national customers call
upon agencies and market research in-

Publishing houses as agency
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(non-independent)
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Smaller customers

Small customers
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Figure 37: The publisher as an agency
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stitutes to arrange for the correct positioning of the product and ensure sales.
The appraisal of target groups and the
decisions of how they could best be
reached is done by companies with advisors and agencies. Though there are
also trends here to go it alone.
Media houses can immediately occupy market niches at a regional level.
Customers can be convinced, and not
just persuaded, with regionalised market research data. A precondition for
taking on the expense of a personal
consultation is naturally a corresponding potential for the customer.
The needs of the customers and the
respective goals of their campaigns
could be different. This is where it is
important to build up know-how. Does
it mainly concern increasing sales? Image advertising? Customer connections? Which target groups does the
customer want to approach? Young
people, families, or an older audience?
Men or women? Is business influenced
by time of year or independent of the
season? Customer-specific requirements must be taken into account in
the considerations.
In addition to all the applicable media
products a publishing house needs to
have in its portfolio, it is important to
develop appropriate advertising products. Knowledge from research on the
effectiveness of media must flow into
the development of these products.
This concerns sustained success for
the customer, not just short-term sales
results. Accordingly, the media house
must develop models for the various
customer groups to optimise the length
of campaigns, visualise a concept for
the frequency of the placements, and
suggest a distribution. It will be essential for the publishing houses to invest
in market research and reporting. Suc52

cess will only be taken seriously when
it has been proved.
4.2.3.3 Partnerships with outside
media
Despite any euphoria about attracting
new consumers with new offerings, it
is an illusion to think that it is possible to cover every wish of every customer with one’s own products. Possibly the customer needs such a top
online target audience that the publisher’s own reach is insufficient in this
market segment. Possibly his ads – in
order to achieve optimal effectiveness
- should be placed in context or at specific times, which cannot be realised by
one’s own resources.
In such a case, the classical publishing house not only manages the classical consulting function as an agency,
but also the booking in outside media.
The possibility to bundle powers of
negotiation for negotiations with third
parties is a major strength of the newspaper publishing houses in this connection. They continue to be a genuine
power factor in the region. The sales
team of the future can then in fact satisfy all customer requirements – even
if not all by their own media. Before
the customer is lost to the competition, selling in the CCC concept will
broker the sale of other media.
4.2.4 Requirements for the sale
The classic sales of a regional newspaper publishing house have not grown
with the requirements of the digital
media world. The existing sales forms
– employees, telesales or call centres,
sales over the Internet, and sales by
agencies – will remain in the portfolio of the publishing company, but its
emphasis will shift. New forms are
emerging.

The strategies used by the newspaper
publishing houses to maintain their existing customer base and develop new
customer groups are of great importance. The customer must be offered
an attractive product. In order to become the partner of the customer, the
newspaper media need close contact
and good exchange. Customer relations management will become the
central point.
4.2.4.1 Requirements for the
sellers
The new variety of seller will be less
of an administrative, organised, and
transacting type. The sought-after
people are much more innovative, have
a greater knowledge of data and reporting, and are able to think in a clear
and structured manner. They must
build long-term relationships with customers and understand change processes as a challenge. Salespeople must
work more intensely with numbers and
arguments and will not be allowed to
rely on gut feelings alone. The successful salesperson of newspaper media
must have an in-depth knowledge of
sales and an equally good knowledge
of the market and the customer as well
as being very familiar with all areas of
newspaper media. Above all else, they
must have more direct contact with
the customer. And they must utilise
the available sales tools in an aimed
and professional manner.
An optimised relationship with the
customer requires a new way of thinking for the salespeople. This involves
orienting all strategies and business
processes towards the needs of the
customer. This requires good acquaintance with and the ability to have empathy for their marketing, strategic goals,
and products. Furthermore, there will
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4.2.4.2 Customer relationship
management (CRM)
Thus Customer Relationship Management (CRM) returns to central stage.
The strategic basic concept for CRM is
around 10 years old. Central elements
are opportunity management, sales
pipeline, tracking activities, evaluation
and control. CRM has as its objective
the optimal shaping of the relationship
to the customers of a business.
This approach is philosophical, visionary and strategic. The aim of this
thought model is to consistently direct
all strategies and business processes
towards achieving an optimal relationship with the customer. Internal company structures and customer-neutral
processes take a back seat here. This
also makes it difficult to integrate CRM
into a company, because it will only be
firmly anchored there by a consistent
reflection of the company strategy in
concrete developments and processes.
Therefore, CRM means acting in a
customer- and market-oriented way
and operating and leading your business in such a way that a profitable,
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be a requirement for the seller to contribute his views on how these goals are
transportable over certain media and
how communication that orients itself
towards these goals and the needs of
the customer can be optimally realised.
The focus on and orientation towards
results is the fundamental foundation
for the partnership between customers
and media.
The multiplicity of these challenges
will entail a corresponding differentiation of the various types of salespeople. The spectrum is so multifaceted
that even the most different characters
will continue to find their places in the
sales team.

Campaign
management,
Customer service,
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Reporting/Monitoring,
Customer information,
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Personal/phone,
e-mail and new forms

Communicative
Figure 38

long-term relationship results for both
sides. Customer relationship management is an important basic principle of
the Customer Centric Communication
concept. CCC takes the basic policy of
CRM another step further and places
customer success at the core.
Up to now CRM systems in publishing houses led a shadowy existence.
Publishing houses mostly continue to
use traditional processes to sell advertising. The situation is different in the
industry. CRM has been established in
the standard sales process for a long
time. So why are customer relation-

ship management systems in publishing houses only used within a limited
scope? Is it not used for all customers
as well as advertising customers and in
the sales department? Does the conventional understanding of the customer and the reader and therefore
the division between the distribution
and sales departments need to be done
away with? Does online live a separate
existence alongside?
The previous experiences of newspaper publishing houses with CRM
systems is ambivalent. There are three
main points of criticism.
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Many processes are very formalised,
complicated, and only realisable with
a great deal of expenditure.
The technical orientation of the
projects is a major problem.
The necessary adaption of these systems to the media industries has not
taken place yet, especially with regard
to the needs of the newspaper.
A further reason that is generally
not listed could be the lack of market and cost pressure in the past. The
competition today forces the classic
media to go down new paths and introduce modern methods. The regional newspaper publishing houses have
had to deal more intensively with the
changed markets, sales strategies and
possibilities for increasing their sales
opportunities.
In principle, it is not expensive to
transfer the CRM-based standard sales
procedure to the publishing world.
At most, the transfer would destroy
the mystique of advertising sales that
good sales people sell with their gut
and not with their head and that it
does not depend on handling numbers or a structured procedure. This
is a misinterpretation. The sale will be
more powerful with a build-up of sales
know-how and will be more precise in
its activities. The processes will be comprehensible for the publishing house,
customer relationships more effective,
and the results more easily anticipated
and controlled. This is in no way a disadvantage, rather it is an advantage.
That a good salesperson also needs to
be intuitive about customers and situations is another story.
The main claim of many CRM systems is a cross-departmental integration of all customer-related processes
(customer alignment). The internal
CRM strategy at a publishing house
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should use comprehensive customer
and market data-oriented database
concepts for control. Here CRM 2.0
is introduced as visionary in its systematic gathering of customer preferences, presentation of the campaign,
management anticipating customer
expectations, and a customer-oriented
control of exposure channels. In his article „CRM 2.0 Customer Management
for Newspaper companies”, Wolfgang
Erned remarks: “CRM 2.0 must be
completely integrated into the operative customer processes of the company. Among the tasks are customer
complaint management, subscription
cancellation management, offer regulation, etc. The factor for success in
the future is project-oriented cooperation across the publishing house. Just
one area alone, be it sales, advertising,
or online, cannot take on the tasks of
the future. CRM competencies must
be built up in all areas of the publishing house and networked with one
another.“
Whether this is the most practical
approach thinkable will not be evaluated conclusively here. The comprehensive technical integration of all
areas Erned calls for has one main
problem for CRM systems: technical
orientation. Technology is not an end
in itself. It has a supporting function
and must orient itself to the needs of
the customers. In the case of the CCC,
customers are the advertising agents
that use the system and work with it. A
CRM system should provide them with
the adequate instruments they need to
do their job and support their mode of
operation.
Existing CRM systems generally offer
only solutions for customer management in established business fields such
as, for example, the advertising market

of a newspaper. Industry-specific particularities are difficult to represent,
and the needs of private customers
are usually not in the picture at all. The
more closely these systems are examined, the more utopian the task seems
for wanting to bring all advertising and
distribution management into a single
technological construct. The expense
for this appears to be immense.
The Customer Centric Communication concept is specially directed at
selling advertising in newspaper media. Therewith it broadens the CRM
system of the approach of acting as
the customer’s partner and bringing
their commercial success to the centre
of attention.
4.2.4.3 Consequences for the
sale and the salespeople
Possibly the most fundamental change
for CCC sales concerns the requirements of the sale and the salespeople.
The prevailing sales form up to now
consisted of preparing a pricelist that
determined the price of advertising
according to millimetres, specific content, and placement units. This very
comprehensive and also generally confusing „pricelist” was then added to
certain discount principles. The task of
the advertisement salesperson mainly
consisted of calculating which prices
went with which placements for the
customer and then negotiating with
them for respective discounts.
This task has changed over the years.
What is known in the industry as key
account management means the personal support for the customer with
the inclusion of their marketing and
sales goals and the rationalisation of
the total sales and development process. As with “industrial sale” with the
corresponding customer relationship
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management, this is increasingly being implemented in the publishing
houses.
With Customer Centric Communication, in addition to the CRM topics,
content aspects also come more to the
fore. The aim is to optimally position
the activities, results and messages of
the customer in the newspaper media.
Partnerships between newspaper media and customers can develop here.
Already today, one can recognise the
media presence at certain events where
the communication of specific customer interests takes place through a media partnership. This will also certainly
bring to mind so-called „social culture
responsibility“ of businesses that find
topics where the product has little or
nothing to do with the customer. As
examples for Germany, big customers
like Siemens, Deutsche Telekom, or
Deutsche Bank are increasingly paying attention to the social issues of the
community and incorporating social
topics such as education and youth or
even push them to the fore and build
up media partnerships with communication about these topics.
4.2.4.3.1 Which sales planning
is available and which
sales concept?
The advertising salesperson proceeds
in the CCC concept in a structured
manner according to:
■ Situation analysis
■ Sales goals
■ Sales strategy
■ Primary sales planning
■ Secondary sales planning
■ Sales budget
■ Monitoring sales.
Situation analysis and company information pertain to the market informa-

tion and specific customer information.
The sales goals concern quantitative
sales goals as well as qualitative sales
goals. The sales strategy pertains to
various sales forms such as, for example, the personal sale by visiting the
customer, telephone sales and impersonal sales such as posters, mailings,
and especially e-mail activities and
other sales forms if they are called for
such as retail sales, self-service, and
special sales. Among the sub-variables
of sales, the customer potential, i.e.
the number of all possible or potential customers, and field size, which is
the number of potential customers to
be approached, must be determined.
Moreover, customer selection is conducted as A customers, B customers,
and C customers. Furthermore, it concerns determining the quality of exposure - which customer groups should
be visited when and how often – and
quantity of exposures – the content
and scope of an individual sales exposure such as, e.g. product presentation
and the duration of the sales exposure
- and customer periodicity, i.e. the time
intervals of the contacts (6 times per
year or 2 times per year etc, e.g. via
telemarketing)
The primary sales plan results from
sales goals that are broken down according to purveyor, regions, customer
groups, and time periods. Implementation planning takes place according to
the sales contacts, e.g. at which point
in time at which place between which
contact people the contact takes place.
This depends heavily on the customer
and the sales potential and has its effect on the corresponding time plans.
Secondary sales planning is generally
concerned with organisational planning, i.e. the organigram of the sales
organisation or the functional diagram

with tasks and responsibilities. It also
concerns personnel planning and selling support, whereas determining the
sales budget and the sales monitoring
serve the purpose of planning and controlling the implemented measures.
4.2.4.3.2 Cross-media or medianeutral customer support?
New to the Customer Centric Communication concept is the way of handling the customer and the available
information material that applies to
the newspaper media as well as their
competitor in the circulation area.
The salesperson can and must use the
various tools that also make planning,
preparation, and implementation of
cross-media advertisement placements
possible.
In professional circles, the question
that always arises is whether the ad
selling of newspaper media should
also be cross-medial, i.e. whether there
should be a sales team for all media
or separate teams for each individual
medium. Should the classic advertising salesperson, who internalised the
rationales of the local and regional
daily newspaper, become a cross-medial salesperson? Should there be new
organisational forms and units that
constitute a mixed form? Should sales
people be employed full-time by the
company or be contractors? Are external service providers, especially for
online functions, useful and able to be
directly integrated into the sale?
First of all, the basic principle that
there is not a single solution for all
newspaper houses is also true here.
When organising sales, it must be decided which customers are concerned,
which customer volumes will be managed, whether to use a salesperson for
direct selling, and if so with which time55
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frame, which intensity, and what type
of sale (especially personal consulting)
is appropriate. Generally, direct selling
makes sense. The exceptions here are
if a certain minimum volume of turnover can be reached or the customer
has special strategic significance. Solid
margins, which are considered worthwhile for direct application, have developed in industrialised sales and also
in selling retail and services.
4.2.4.3.3 Cross-media or media
neutral sales?
This popular question here is whether a sales organisation should or must
sell only one product, i.e. the newspaper, or whether all products that appear could appear in a cross media offer. Both sides can be padded out with
the arguments that are both for and
against cross-media sales. Each faction
appears to have a powerful argument
in its favour. Those who oppose crossmedia sales always allude to the per-

suasive power of the salesperson, their
special knowledge, their authenticity,
and credibility for a medium. Those
in favour of cross-media sales always
point to the necessity to be able to
adequately position other media in
the sales conversation because the
demonstration of cross-media usage is
an important component of the sale.
Otherwise it cannot be adequately
realised.
If one primarily turns towards the
customer, as is the case with the Customer Centric Communication concept, it means evaluating from their
point of view how an effective sale of
newspaper media products can take
place. For the customer it is important
to authentically communicate the concept and the recommendations.
This does not say anything about the
internal structure of selling at newspaper media. Also here there can, will,
and must be specialists who know the
individual media very well, watch the
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competition, and then bring the arguments and trends from the individual
media genres and directions to a competence team.
From the organisational point of
view, this speaks out in favour of a
solution with competence pools in
which all media genres of the newspaper media are represented with their
own specialists. This also means that
the sale and the salespersons must
organise and structure themselves in
a completely new way as regards the
consolidation of information and the
overall sales process.
The topic of competence pools
and customer representation permits
a comparison to be made to IFRA‘s
Newsplex, the bringing together of
information in the editorial area. The
newspaper publishing houses have
recognized the need to consolidate
information from various sources and
make the Internet the focus of their
attention. The distribution among the
individual media and the use of information in the media will be affected by
those responsible for them. The situation must be similar in the sales area in
the CCC concept. The new sales forms
and new offers that are online and in
networked systems must also be combined here and allowed to enter into
the sales organisation of the newspaper media.
Newspaper publishing houses must
ensure their future with many new
products, be they in the print or electronic area, in order to also be able
to generate new revenues. Here they
need a sales organisation that has this
competence and understands all products, also the new products, and their
advertising effectiveness.
They also need salespeople who can
communicate this to the customer.
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Thus, most likely there will be and must
be new teams here with their various
competencies, especially in the new
product areas and in the online area.
How these pools look, how the teams
form, and how the sales organisation
is run also depends on the newspaper
publishing house, its position in the
market, and, above all else, on the customers the publishing house serves.
In any case it is certain that there will
and must be other and new structures
for sales. What exactly this will look
like will be described in a later step
and by means of the electronic tools
made available by the CCC concept.
Certainly, specific typologies will also
emerge.
4.2.4.3.4 Sales strategy on the
Internet
Sales activities are gaining an increasingly large significance on the Internet. In the Shaping the Future of the
Newspaper-Report 6.3: “Advertising
Best Practises” by the WAN in May
2007 and in the Digital Edge Report
“Best Practices: How leading newspaper Sites Manage Sales” by the NAA
and Borrell Associates in July 2007
fundamental requirements for the new
advertising sales were formulated with
special focus on the digital sale for the
Internet and other newspaper media.
The NAA report lists six main points
for successful Internet sales:
Coherent marketing presentation
There is great demand from customers for information about page views,
unique visitors, demographic information, market and media information,
click-through rates, market shares,
advertisements using pay-per-performance models, and other statistics.
These data are often unstructured, incomplete, and incomprehensible for

the customer and the user. They must
be presented in a way that is clearly
structured, well arranged, and successoriented.
Continuous training
Online salespeople must understand
the medial as well as the sales practice. Knowledge needs to continue to
be refreshed. Online specialists have
to learn sales forms, sales specialist
online terminology, and all must stay
up to date with changing customer
standards.
Sales with a consulting component
Good sales people must have one thing
above all else: the ability to listen well
upon first contact with the customer.
This could be named “sales with a
consulting component” because the
interest of the advertising customer
with respect to search engine marketing and optimisation, streaming video
advertisements, pay-per-performance
programs, or website development is
picked up and kept in mind.
Mixed sales teams
Online specialists bring more customers to newspaper media, experienced
print salespeople look after sales – the
publishing house of the future will
need both.
Maximised sales prices
Successful websites devise their prices
for Internet advertising based on supply and demand. Prices are frequently
evaluated and adjusted – heavy demand and a correspondingly tight
supply will push prices higher. Admittedly, higher prices can only be asked
for if the market acceptance allows it,
e.g. the offer is highly frequented and
used.

Aggressive product strategy
Successful online offers from newspapers feature a number of different advertising forms. The classic categories
are broken down, new sections created: health (and wellness), law, technology, or travel. Classic banner advertising as well as classified advertising
have continued to decline. Video, audio, keyword advertising or e-mail advertising are gaining in importance.
In order to place online products
successfully in the market, the publishing house must build up its own knowhow in the market field and gain new
customer groups. When online media
first entered the market, the newspaper publishing houses did not take
them seriously at first.
Statistics from the U.S.A. now suggest that the newspaper publishing
houses have allowed new competitors in their areas of coverage to take
the butter from their bread. By 2004
the local newspapers had increased
their share in the local online advertising market to 44.1 percent. By 2006
this share fell to 35.9 percent – an
unsettlingly large drop of 8.2 percentage points in just two years.
The reason for this is that newspapers did not realise for a long time
that they have to do more than just
sell their print customers an additional
multimedia component. This potential
was exhausted relatively quickly. They
must develop new customer groups in
order to be able to grow again. Customers with whom they have not had
business relationships already are very
attractive for newspaper media.
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4.2.5 New structures and
change management
The CCC concept requires a reorganisation of newspaper publishing houses
into organisations for many different newspaper media. Change is not
a painless process, and ways and the
means must be found to integrate
employees into the new orientation
process. In the following sections, the
ways in which a publishing house can
approach this task or how they have
already done so will be discussed. We
learn from the experiences of others.
The IFRA Special Reports published
on the topic of change management
in newsrooms are also helpful for understanding the basic principles in this
context
4.2.5.1 Basic principles and
methods
The CCC concept requires sales employees in the companies to learn to
think differently and also act in a more
goal-directed manner. This, in turn, requires that the publishing houses be
capable of initiating the modification
process, to plan, and also successfully
implement it. Since the greatest difficulties in practice are the anxieties and
resistance of many employees, there is
a need to understand the importance
of entrusting the process to an efficient and good management team.
Here, change management covers
all tasks, measures, and activities that
lead to a comprehensive, inter-divisional and broad-reaching change with
regard to content for the implementation of new strategies, structures, systems, processes, or relationships in an
organisation. The speed of the change
is also determined by the methodology
employed. Sometimes major changes
are needed all in one go, and other
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times the change proceeds over a long
period of time in many small steps.
The modification process is a fundamental understanding of need. There
are always reasons why a business has
to change, be it due to strong competition, changes in customer demands,
changes in management, new employees, or a restructuring of the information or production technology. Change
is a central element in every business
and also in publishing houses. Managing the necessary change actively and
in a clear-sighted manner is the primary task of the management. Experienced change managers talk about the
workforce rapidly dividing into three
groups: those who are enthusiastic and
participate: approx, 20%; those who
are hesitant and reluctant: approx. 60
%; and the stubborn and the naysayers: approx. 20%. Since the greatest
number of employees has been won
over, the communication and controlling process is, along with the analysis, becoming the clear set target and
motivational support has the greatest
significance.
Even the process of change management consists of three steps for the
management:
According to Cotter the change
process breaks down into eight steps
for successful change (cf. John P. Cotter, Leading Change, Why transformation efforts fail? In: Havard Business
Review No. 2, 1995):
■ Create a consciousness of urgency
■ Win over and bring together managers willing to change.
■ Formulate a vision of the future and
develop a strategy for getting there
■ Making known the vision of the
future
■ Proceed in a way that makes the
new visions and the goals possible

■ Plan short-term successes and
achieve them in a targeted fashion
■ Systematically build on any achieved
improvements
■ Firmly anchor what is new
Occupying first place, also in the the
CCC concept, is the quantitative analysis of the need to change, which followed directly by the qualitative determination of this need to change. The
change strategy is then built on this
diagnosis. In the process, the highest
levels of leadership and the management of the change process will be
confronted by major challenges. Unlike the conventional project management, the handling of these tasks goes
far beyond the solution of the tangible
problems. People must learn to “think
in change”. This in turn requires familiarity with the emotional dynamics
of change management projects (“climate curve”). In this way, the communication process with the persons concerned will become one of the most
important parts of the task. Projects,
such as the implementation of the
CCC concept, cannot concentrate on
the development of tangible solutions;
it does not first and foremost concern
presenting results. It is much more a
matter of integrating the people concerned into the overall process by clear
goal-oriented leadership, though also
with understanding and empathy.
There are numerous communication
tools for this, ranging from large-scale
events to discussions, e-mail newsletters, group and individual discussions.
On the one hand, their use depends on
the communication service to be provided, and on the other hand the given
corporate culture.
Resistance and conflicts are normal
accompaniments to change process-
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es. People often have stress and the
feeling of losing control and attempt
through their reactions to recover the
threatened or lost moment of freedom
of action. The art of the driver of the
change who does not give in to such
attempts but instead opposes them,
consists of resolving these conflicts and
not letting it become a power struggle. If it becomes an aggravated power
struggle, then conflict will turn into
crisis. In this case, other rules apply,
namely those of crisis management.
During the entire process, management must exercise a controlled leadership function, retaining an overview
at all times. This is only possible with
clear change controlling, i.e. the individual subprojects must be provided
with intermediary goals (milestones)
and communication about the status
must support the total process.
4.2.5.2 Prerequisites and
requirements
Customer Centric Communication requires an understanding of the sale in
a way that puts the focus on the customer and his needs. It seems that the
above description should sound obvious, but for employees in the advertising departments of newspapers and
for the employees of other newspaper
media it is completely new and completely different perception.
Up to now, the philosophy of the
sale had always been to use the customer‘s advertising budget to attract
the highest possible volume; and this
was by means of restrictions compared
to the other media and by pointing out
the disadvantages of other media.
The new sales concept of CCC has
a different philosophy as well as other
goals. The customer is always at the
center of all considerations. His needs

must be understood and implemented
in an appropriate way. This is a difficult
project for the sales department.
4.2.5.3 Steps of change
management
According to a study of the consulting
company IBM Global Business Services, 62 percent of projects initiated by
companies did not reach their goals or
only to a limited degree. Implementing
innovation is very difficult for this reason. The study “Making Change Work”
shows: On average, a mere 38 percent
of the projects carried out by businesses reach their goals. The greatest obstacle in implementing changes is the
attitudes and mindsets of the people.
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Raising awareness for the challenges,
the use of formal change management
methods, and the investment in professional change management all determine the success of the project. The
biggest challenge for successful change
projects - and the people responsible
for these projects - is changing mindsets and opinions. It continues to rank
significantly ahead of the important
scarcity of resources in the budget and
personnel, the company culture, or the
lack of commitment from the management. The problem is above all the different perceptions of changes. “Top
management is in the year 2015, middle management is in the year 2008,
and the employees are in 2007,” said
the surveyed change manager from the
study. Since the decision-makers and
the people these decisions affect are
in different worlds of perception, the
right bridges between these different
worlds need to be built and crossed.
For this, the study on consulting (cf.
F.A.Z from 6 August 2007) considers
the following three points:
■ Sponsoring, i.e. emphatic support
by the management team
■ Communication that is open, honest, and timely
■ Bonding of workers
The change management team bets
on a consciousness of change having been awoken in all employees
who have to do with the new goalorientation. From this stage on going
forward, they are led through various
levels of awareness, understanding, a
positive outlook, and acceptance of
the change to a new consciousness.
The company management must establish goals and go after them. These
should be introduced to the business
organisation.
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Here a distinction is made between
two basic and completely different
organisational forms, namely the formal organisation and the informal organsation. By formal organisation is
understood the elements defined in
the company that are also frequently
documented in the communication of
management and employees, for example, rules and functions, activities
and structures, and above all goals
and strategies. The changes in this system always start with the management
that officially determines the operating
mode of the formal system. In contrast
to this is the informal organisation.
This includes values such as corporate
culture culture and the core elements
of the organisational culture, since
these ultimately depend on communication, power and influence, values
and norms. Generally, the characteristics in this system are not tangible and
also not documented.
To the degree that it is successful in
recognising the necessity for change,
perceiving the change as positive and
bringing it to be accepted, it will be
possible to successfully implement the
change because it has entered the
minds of those concerned as a new,
necessary and good practice. Here also
there are different steps by which the
various resistances of the employees
can be conquered through communication, persuasion, and inclusion.
Since people live at varying levels of
perception, it could be the case that
the “normal” employees do not have
the same awareness of the change as
the executives, and they do have not
the same awareness as the managers.
Their conception is generally shaped
by changes in the market. The executives’ image is affected by necessary
innovations and change processes in

the technology and work processes.
The view of the employee is that they
perform their daily work, fulfill the
specified duties, and reach their own
goals in the projects.
Practice-oriented change management must therefore start with the
informal organisation and consider
the formal organisation if the management responsible for the change process wants to be successful, win over
employees for the project, and initiate
the change process in their minds so
that they come to a new understanding. Here, the qualities of the employees are very different. There are very
resistant employees that fundamentally block out change because it causes
too much anxiety. There are employees
– age-related to some extent – who no
longer want or are unable to relearn.
There are also employees that refuse to
accept newly introduced technologies,
structures, mindsets, or other products as a matter of principle. Therefore
with change management, especially
where totally new structural concepts
are involved, it occurs that new employees who are leading figures with
their positive new thoughts join the
company and other employees have to
leave. These are possible but not inevitable consequences of a fundamental
change process. Often it is possible to
implement the process in such a way
that the majority of employees continue to successfully work with the new
orientation.
In order to achieve a successful change,
the preparation phase, implementation
phase, and the wrap-up phases need
to be distinguished from one another.
In the preparation phase it is necessary
to convey the idea and the push for
change and to back this process so that
the employees arrive at a positive view
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of operation and behaviour patterns
devolve bit by bit to the workers as a
matter of course. They internalise the
new thinking and the new behaviour.
If this happens, then the change has
been concluded successfully.
This outline of the change first assumes in practice that it will be decided in practice whether a radical

phase begins. Here it is a matter of
preventing refusal of both participation and acceptance. Then the change
can be successfully institutionalised.
If the implementation was successful,
then the implementation phase is complete, and the wrap-up phase can begin. This concerns institutionalising the
change accordingly. The new modes

of the change via the process steps
‚knowledge‘ and ‚understanding‘. The
task here is to combat and dispel ignorance and later irritation. The most
important step after this is to motivate
workers who see the change as a threat
to have a more positive view. Once the
employees have a positive attitude towards the change, the implementation
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change (total transformation) should
take place or whether an evolutionary
change (incremental change) should
be aspired to.
These two methods differ fundamentally in that a clean sweep approach
is often chosen for transformations.
In cases where change is so urgently
necessary that a very high speed of
change is required, radical changes
are used because they act quickly. In
principle, change management would
prefer evolutionary changes since it
should predominantly amount to continuous improvements and then reorganisation. Therefore, transformation
is only suggested for very serious and
short-term changes. The evolutionary change makes sense for long-term
changes. Intermediate-term changes
are often a mixture of both methods.
The time factor also plays a role.
Evolutionary changes require significantly more time than transformations.
For structural changes, a mixture of a
transformation and an evolutionary
change will be applied, depending on
the company situation and market position. Therefore, in practice a mixture
of both methods will be implemented
particularly where new technologies
or new market requirements give rise

to significant upheavals and changes
in addition to necessitating a rethinking, but also where changes must be
achieved in a lasting and secure way.
Of particular significance for the success of the change process is an exact
analysis with a detailed analysis system
that should be carried out in as integral
way as possible (see detailed requirements of an editorial change process,
IFRA Special Report, Reorganisation in
Editorial Departments, 2007).
4.2.5.4 Case study, Wegener
Regional Publishing
House, Netherlands
The change management process
cannot be comprehensively described
here. Neither the methodology nor the
system of analysis belong to the main
subject of these elaborations.
For a better practical understanding,
a case study for sales is described that
demonstrates a possible change to the
advertising sales process by means of
change management. This example
will clearly illustrate the difficulties
newspaper publishing houses have to
contend with in the new organisational structure the sales department. The
total process will be described through
this “best practice” in such a way that
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it becomes more transparent for the
publishing houses.
The example of the Wegener Regional Newspaper Publishing House
should not be considered as a model.
Instead, it shows a possible implementation and change process that stands
under the premise that quick changes
can be achieved with a great deal of
commitment. The example also points
out how urgently this publishing house
in the Netherlands considered the
change and how radically it adapted
its sales process.
The Wegener publishing group is
composed of six regional publishing
groups with seven newspapers that
are all market leaders. The oldest title
has been on the market for 250 years.
There are approximately 80 local editions, six printing sites, and approximately 870,000 copies sold daily to
2.6 million daily readers. It also holds
a strong market position in the local
and national pages on the Internet
(autotrack.nl, l-local, Funda.nl).
4.2.5.4.1 What did the sales
organisation look like
before?
For the six local publishing houses
there were six sales directors and therefore also six different sales visions and
strategies. There were six different databases with information. There were
also six different sales reports.
In the last three years the advertising sales in all areas declined significantly. Job ads slightly increased again
last year, but this was exclusively due
to economic reasons. Local business
advertisements declined more sharply
than the others. The national market
is gearing more towards TV, radio, and
the Internet. The Internet revenues of
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the publishing group have been minimal up to now.
4.2.5.4.2 How did the sales team
work before?
The sales team always came into the
office whenever they wanted to.
Sales numbers were produced once
a month. There was as good as no
training. Sales’ best friend was the fax
machine. The salespeople had a fixed
income. Sales had a competence that
in many instances did not help it any
further with customers. The sales team
had an average age of 45 years. There
was no such thing as a sales culture.
Therefore, the new mission statement for the sales department was
something like: “Together, smarter, active and better”
The new sales organisation of Wegener Newspapers, that sells all media
products, should turn the media house
into a very successful sales organisation by making the selling more active
and friendly and by having it work in a
structured way.
4.2.5.4.3 Which organisational
arrangements are made
for this?
A project team will be made up of internal and external experts. Project and
implementation plans will be prepared
and implemented.
All sales people and project participants have agreed upon the objective
and the proceedings.
The most important four areas of
change management are training,
culture, business intelligence, and
personnel.

The most important areas of change management

4.2.5.4.4 What sales training was
aimed at?
Sales tools were set up professionally.
■ There were training modules.
■ There was a concentrated sales
training program and an on-the-job
coaching program.
■ A new internal training system was
set up.
■ Standard training programs for
new sales employees were also
developed as well as media training, refresher courses, and coaching
from salespeople.
■ Uniform sales reporting was introduced (e.g. now people speak in a
sales language).
■ A performance management plan
was set up for all areas.
■ There is a transparent procedure for
personnel development in sales, and
there is a commission-based payment model.
4.2.5.4.5 What do sales training
and the new sales
rhythm look like?
There is a set weekly plan from Monday to Friday. After the sales meeting
on Monday, there is telephone work
for four hours during which appointments with customers are arranged.
Approximately 300 contacts are possible on this Monday morning. The team
visits customers on Monday afternoon,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday morning. On Friday afternoon
everyone meets in the office. Here the
discussions that have taken place are
reworked, collected in reports, and
other administrative work carried out.

Personnel

Training

Business
intelligence

Culture

Figure 43

4.2.5.4.6 How will this new sales
structure be set up?
Twenty-five teams worked eight weeks
per team with seven sales trainers. The
first team started on 9 March 2007,
the last team on 12 November 2007.
Sales training was performed in a
way that each salesperson was “taken
by the hand”. The new work structure
was communicated and worked on
together with him to help the person
embrace this new work methodology
and be successful with it. After the
sales team had been introduced into
the proceedings by the trainer, they
worked together with him. That is, the
coach made appointments and held
customer contact conversations and
provided the salesperson with due support where necessary. In the third step,
the salesperson showed (with “silent”
backing from the coach) that he could
perform activities needed by the team
in an independent and responsible
way. Here, the coach acted only as a
mentor in a one-on-one talk with the
salesperson to get him to reflect on his
actions. In the fourth step, the local
sales director took on the part of the
coach, and the sales person stepped in
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to take full responsibility for all the activities of his team.
A sales training program, the socalled Wegener Academy, developed
from this. There is internal, in-depth
training. All new colleagues are trained
with the three-week basic program. All
sales managers follow a six-month program, and all local sales directors must
complete a five-month program.
Furthermore, there is a sales program for trainees at the Wegener
Academy. Six to eight trainees – where
possible – will get a job after completion. The sales trainees are always used
in new market segments. Currently, 60
new sales colleagues are being trained.
Sales training is best suited for all of
the various steps, and young people
prefer to go to the Wegener Publishing Group because of this training
program. The average age of the sales
team is just 22 years.
4.2.5.4.7 How will the sales
culture change?
There are corresponding incentives for
the best salespeople nationally, and
there is a weekly upgrade with the
goals and results achieved. There is a
table with an overview of achieving
goals. The faster and better one reaches the goal, the greater the reward one
receives.
The culture has fundamentally
changed. Now everyone is involved
and works together. There is a poster
at all the points of sale. There is news
about successes in each sales tool. In
every sales department, the primary
goals and topics are made public.
Everything proceeds in a more open,
friendlier, and better way. The sales
successes speak for themselves.
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4.2.5.4.8 How is business
intelligence handled?
The biggest process of change for the
salesperson is the realisation that he
must evolve from “sales instinct” to
“sales analysis”. They must make the
right decisions for today, tomorrow,
and for the near future. They are also
the keepers of sales and marketing information and data. There is still just
one sales language. This is important
for reports, achievements, forecast
models, etc. There has been a weekly
report since the beginning of 2007
and a daily sales report since the 4th
quarter of 2007.
4.2.5.4.9 What are the
consequences regarding
personnel?
Personnel are vital to the development
and success of the business. This area
is the most difficult and most sensitive aspect. The following must be
achieved here:
■ Changing the classic sales model.
■ Finding sales people who are at
home in the new culture, at ease,
and have a desire to be successful.
■ Motivate service providers.
Strengthen the feeling of togetherness with all competition.
■ Develop a completely new performance model of management.
■ Introduce and implement a sales
model for 2008 that includes the
correct commissions.

4.2.5.4.10 What results are
achieved by advertising
sales in local businesses?
The first two months of 2007 (over a
given period of 9 months) were still
below 2006. In the third month, 2006
was exceeded, and it was just lower in
the fourth and fifth months. The sixth
was at about the same level, and the
seventh, eighth, and ninth months
were all significantly above 2006. The
ninth month even exceeded 2005,
even though that in 2004, 2005, and
2006 there had always been declines
recorded from the previous year. Even
when individual newspapers are considered, the positive initial effect was
confirmed. From March to September
2007 it was determined that the sales
results from advertising sales in local
businesses for two newspapers were
above the previous year for March and
below the previous year in April and
May. For the other four newspapers
included, they were at the same level
in May in June and above in July. From
July, all six newspapers were above
the mark including in August and in
September.
The consequence of this new orientation: more than 20 percent of the
salespeople left the business.
According to assessments by the
management, this first impression
speaks for the success of this new
sales concept. (Numbers and information from Marco Paans, Wegener NV,
Apeldoorn, The Netherlands, published et. al. by IFRA Business Models
for Newspaper Publishers, Lisbon, October 2007).
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Executive Summary

The Customer Centric Communication
concept is a future-oriented marketing
concept for newspaper media products, especially of the regional and
local newspaper publishing houses.
It concerns the core business of regional newspapers in the market, e.g.
the products of publishing houses in
a multimedia world and their marketability. In its fundamental conception,
the concept requires a consistent reorientation of sales towards the needs of
the customer, with all the consequences this involves for the organisation
of publishing houses and new media
houses.
A very gradual but continually growing trend shows that advertising sales
in the electronic media are increasing.
Ten years ago they were just above 40
percent; today they have reached nearly 50 percent. Growth has significantly
increased in recent years. At the same
time, the printed media have lost out.
Ten years ago they claimed 55 percent
of the advertising sales in Germany.
Today it is only around 48 percent.
The printed media are at a strategic
turning point.
Competitors are pushing into the traditional markets of the local newspaper
publishing houses. The general framework of business models in the media
and advertising market has changed.
The existing models are increasingly
coming under pressure. There is a crisis
of the pay-for model. Reach into the
advertising industry’s desired target
groups is becoming more important.
Customers‘ expectations of advertising are also changing. Return on investment is a factor that is increasingly
being taken into consideration. New
forms of advertising are being created.
Advertising on the whole is becoming
more interactive, integrated, and cus-

tomised. The trend is moving more and
more in the direction of staging. All of
this is driving the publishing houses to
diversify their product palettes. Above
all else, the publishing houses must
place new products in the electronic
world. In this situation, the communication agencies are faced with completely new challenges.
There have been fundamental
changes to the parameters in the advertising market: Internet sales, crossmedia sales, auction platforms, advertising networks, events and new forms
of marketing such as guerilla and network marketing reach the consumer in
new ways. The publishing houses must
not just know about this type of marketing, they also have to integrate it
into their products and offers.
Looking into the crystal ball: “What
will the advertising market look like in
2020?” indicates an exciting demographic development and provocative
socio-economic trends for Europe and
North America. People are getting
older. There are a growing number
of immigrants coming from faraway
regions. More people tend to live in
cities and in metropolitan areas. This
will have drastic effects on real estate prices, consumer behaviour, and
also on media usage. People will become more mobile. There will be more
households, but fewer families. More
people between the ages of 15 and 70
years old will be working. E-commerce
sales will continue to increase due to
changes in the ways businesses and
services are established.
There will be stagnation or even a
decline of disposable income, especially among older people. Due to lower
available income, the media budget
will also become tighter. Therefore,
free media will gain in importance. It

can be assumed that media consumption will increase further. The amount
of cut-throat competition between
individual media will certainly be
tougher.
New technologies will push into the
living and working world. Unlimited access to information and communication
has not been introduced everywhere.
The trend in this direction is strengthening, though. Communication will
develop further in the direction of individualisation and social networks. The
expansion of broadband technology
will lead to increased use of electronic
offerings. Mobility and media diversity
are increasing. Multi-tasking, e.g. the
parallel use of media, is increasing as
well. The newspaper media must pay
special attention to the target group of
young people, along with which media
belong to their preferred portfolios and
discover their spectrum of interests as
well as how this group can be reached
in the region.
The advertising market takes all of
these developments into account. Investments in online marketing are
growing. Price pressure is increasing
along with the demand for measurability. One-order, one-bill networks
and cross-media sales are significant
trends. As the advertising pressure increases, the battle for the attention of
the user will become fiercer. Advertisers are taking this trend into account
with more individualised forms of
advertising.
New marketing possibilities for social
networks will gain in their significance.
The trend from print to online also applies to the daily newspapers. They will
only be able to survive this competition
if they use their core competencies to
position new products in new markets. A simple cross-media sale is not
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enough. It is important to gain new
customer groups.
These challenges must be mastered
in a difficult economic situation. The
classic revenues of the daily newspapers will sink markedly by 2020, and
costs will have to be further reduced at
the same time. Against this backdrop,
it could result in further concentrations
and mergers. Co-operation agreements and networks, also extending
beyond the classic media genres, will
gain greater significance.
Customer Centric Communication
starts with these assumptions and developments: The newspaper publishing
houses will have to broaden their product portfolios, which will bring new
media products and also new forms
of advertising to the market. They will
have to maintain and build upon their
local reach by offering multimedia solutions. The larger the proportion of
users that can be reached in parallel
by various media, the greater the advertising pressure, and the greater the
benefit for the customer.
The publisher as an agency: The publishing house will approach mediumsized independent businesses and local
business customers as an agency. It will
offer these direct customers communication solutions that will allow the customer to reach goals in local business.
The large customers will manage their
representation themselves or continue
to go to agencies. The smallest customers and private customers will receive electronic support and support
from call centers to help them place
their advertisements by themselves.
The goals that the customer wants to
pursue must be discussed and defined
together with him. A market partnership with the customer must be established. The customer‘s demand for
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business success can also be catered
to by means of a credible and goaldirected product portfolio and a new
form of service to the customer.
Here tools will be needed – sales
tools, organsational tools, tools for
media products and advertising offers.
There must also especially be electronic tools. The electronic tools include
planning tools, segmentation tools for
customer and sales forecasts, tools for
observing the competition, tools for
sales support and tools for making reservations, controlling tools, and billing
tools.
Sales must be fundamentally changed.
Existing market potentials must be
fully exhausted. Customer relations
management is a central point. New
sales strategies on the Internet must
also be used. Sales and salespeople
must also understand and incorporate
the trend towards events, communication, cultural social responsibility
of businesses, and the corresponding
topic selection. The sale will be strongly geared toward industry standards.
Customer support requires a new form
of sales organisation. The question discussed in publishing houses today of
whether an exclusive cross-media sale
should exist across the board or if the
sales team should concentrate on specific media (e.g. the printed newspaper)
is too limited in its scope. There will be
a competence pool in which all sales
knowledge of all media is represented
and multimedia concepts can be offered and implemented. The presence
in relation to the customer will be determined by the requirements that are
central for the customer.
These new sales structures require
change management. The need for
change must be recognised and the
change carried forward. The change

in sales could develop into a mixture
of transformation and evolution, similar to what has happened in the editorial area. The change must include
all of the important areas: personnel,
culture, training and business intelligence. The need to change is great,
as are the challenges that go with it.
Fundamental changes under difficult
conditions are necessary.
Restructuring the publishing houses
in accordance with the Customer Centric Communication concept will establish and safeguard the competitiveness
of the sales of local and regional newspaper media. To introduce and successfully carry out such a restructuring
is a great and demanding challenge.
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